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JOHN KEENAN
The Boutiquing ofMain Street
Something's happening to Main Street
—
have you noticed? Since Sinclair Lewis is no
longer around to keep you posted, I guess it's
up to me.
The street which used to contain the drug
store, the movie house, the mom-and-pop
store, and the corner taproom now consists
of boutiques, gift shops, and fern-festooned
restaurants. I know this because I drive down
Main Street every day, and it is being trans-
formed into a brave new world before my un-
believing eyes.
You may have seen my Main Street if you
watched the U.S. championship bike races on
television. The racers plunged past, building
momentum to climb the hill known as The
Wall. The Main Street I'm talking about isn't
in the American heartland, it's in a venerable
section of Philadelphia called Manayunk.
Main Street parallels the Schuylkill River; a
century ago it had a barge canal adjoining the
river and a series of mills and factories along
the river banks. Main Street is the only flat
part of Manayunk. The rest of it consists of
hills that rise sharply from the river to the
Ridge.
The factory owners built their Victorian man-
sions at the top of the Ridge and called their
place Roxborough (an aristocratic and
British name); Manayunk (an Indian
nam^e)was for the workers. Their row houses
perched on the sides of the hills on tiny
streets that had a faintly European flavor, con-
tributed not only by its ethnic inhabitants but
by the physical setting itself. You can see this
picturesque quality in the landscape paint-
ings ofWalter Stuempfig, the American artist
whose landscapes caught the beauty of
Manayunk when seen from the hills across
the river.
Main Street was not a landscape painter's
dream when I first knew it in the '40's. It was
the bottom of the hill in more ways than one,
pockmarked with peeling paint and decaying
second-hand stores.
Yet it was a real main street, a place where the
community came to work at the factories and
mills, and to eat and drink at bars that had
names like Bucko's and Mom's and res-
taurants like Thelma's.
The firemen (not yet known as fire fighters)
sat outside the fire house that appeared to be
taken into life from a children's book. The
men in their blue work shirts played check-
ers, putting their thumbs behind their green
suspenders as they pondered each move.
They may have had a Dalmatian who sat on
the truck, but I do not remember.
There was a neighborhood movie called the
Bijou (naturally) and a barber shop that
bragged in the window about its longevity
(est. 1924). You came to Main Street for a
pizza or a cheesesteak. You came to Main
Street to mail a letter, to get a haircut, to down
a beer with the guys, to grab breakfast or a
sandwich at Thelma's. Ifyou get the idea that
Main Street was the main street in Manayunk,
you get Uie idea.
Main Street, which used to be functional and
even a litde seedy, is transforming itself to
mirror the changing American urban scene.
The developers have landed. The place is get-
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ting quaint It is becoming the latest plaything
for the beautiful people, who need new "in-
places" continually.
Now I have nothing against cleaner streets and
painted buildings and new businesses open-
ing. But I sense that what is happening to my
main street is happening to America. Real life
has moved to the shopping mall. What is left
on the main streets are the trendy restaurants
and the even more trendy shops.
The new Main Street is a place for consumers,
not for the every day needs ofa community. In
Manayunk, the new restaurants came first,
trailing their ferns and flashing their design
"concepts" at the tired old factories across the
street. Now the boutiques and specialty stores
and galleries are opening weekly, each with a
name cuter than the other.
The names tell the story of changing Main
Street You can still eat at Thelma's, if you can
fmd it (The sign blew down about 20 years ago
but Thelma's never replaced it; the name
didn't matter much.) But the new restaurants
have names likeJamey's (in neon) ; Canal View
Inn (which offers no view of the outside world
at all); and Jake's—which features a tromp
d'oeil of a table and a wine bottle on its brick
front
There is the U.S. Hotel, which ofcourse isn't a
hotel but a bar and grill restored to 19th cen-
tury picturesque stature by a former mayor and
congressman. It features a raw bar; I wonder
what the owner's grandfather would have
thought of a raw bar.
After the restaurants came the shops (or
maybe these are shoppes): Best Friends, Turtle
Dove, Latitudes, Ranger and Blondie, the
Arizona Trading Company, and The Em-
porium. Bucko's Bar has gone the way of
Mom's Bar. Lefty Grove's Third Base Tavern
(est 1934) is still there but the sign announces
that its name is now Third Base. This is not
1934 and you have got to change with the
times, and who was Lefty Grove anyway.
The specialty bakery is called Edible Adven-
tures and features a life-size cutout of a baker
at curbside. The car dealer epitomizes the
spirit of the new Main Street. The distin-
guished facade of the building virtually dis-
guises the identity ofthe business and absolute-
ly conceals the brands of cars sold there. The
window's gold lettering announces "fine cars"
with austere dignity befitting its name: "The
Automobile Bank."
The barber shop is closed.
"Something Different" has arrived. That shop
is appreciated by the one next door, which is
named "Aaah!" The antique shops are aging
overnight . "Antiques and So Forth, Ltd." has
joined "Almost Antiques." A few beer dis-
tributors and plumbing supply houses hang on
from the old days of Main Street, but they too
are not immune to the chi-chi names. A sign
proclaims "Olde Time Plumbing and Heating"
(I suppose we should be grateful for the
restraint that saved us from Olde Tyme.)
Miller's Plumbing and Heating is farther down
the street If Miller goes with the times, his
place will soon be known as "The Plumber's
Helper."
Main Street is now a nice place to visit and
spend money. But it's no longer a main street
If Sinclair Lewis were writing today, he might
want to call his novel "On the Mall."
oooo
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BARRIE MAGUIRE
Mac
Instead of straight-up, I ordered my manhat-
tan on-the-rocks, hoping that the ice would
dilute the drink's impact on my afternoon
workload. I hadn't planned on drinking at all,
but the man I was to meet for lunch was late,
and I was going to have to wait for him at the
bar.
All I knew about Mac Roberts I had learned
from his phone call: he was around 60 years
old, he owned an accounting business, he'd
been married three times, he wanted to be a
writer, and he wanted to hire me to help him
with his writing.
The bartender poured a splash of sweet ver-
mouth over the ice, then filled the glass with
whiskey, perfect proportions for a martini but
all wrong for a manhattan; the correct ratio is
tu'o and a half to one. I accepted the drink and
took a sip; it was bitter, little more than straight
whiskey.
Mac arrived twenty minutes late. He was slim
and short for someone \^ith such a deep voice.
He wore a blue blazer and jeans, and carried a
«)COO
Uiick accordion folder crammed with what I
guessed were manuscripts. His handshake
was weak, his skin see-through; he didn't look
particularly healthy.
WTien we were seated at our table, Mac kept
the folder ofhis work on his lap. Our waitress,
"My name is Patricia," was a young, light-
skinned black woman with a pretty face and
a glorious smile. She asked for our drink or-
ders.
Mac spoke in his slow, deliberate fashion, a
southern accent without the accent. He said
to Patricia, "My friend here will have another
manhattan. . ."
"No, I'm fme," I interrupted, covering my
drink with my hand.
Mac spoke slowly, "Well, I'll have a double gin
martini. He grinned up at her, ". . . and ifyou
put an olive in it, I'll kill you. And Patty . . .
around 3:30 . . . I'djust love to make love with
you."
Laughing, she shook her head, glancing at
me then back to him, then laughed again and
headed off towards the bar. Mac turned in his
chair, following her with his eyes, "Boy, am. I
horny."
Without a garnish to dress it up, Mac's mar-
tini looked obscene: a deep bell-shaped glass
of clear alcohol, filled to the rim. After a few
sips he was already getting high. '1 have to
admit," he said, "I've been drinking since
three this morning."
"Tell me all about yourself," he commanded.
But whenever I tried, he interrupted me
again and again with his own stories, fmally
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pulling a two-page manuscript from the thick
folder on his lap and thrusting it toward me.
"Read this. I wrote it at three o'clock this
morning."
I began to read and was delighted to fmd that
it was very well written, a warmly sensitive
description of his wedding night.
He interrupted, "Boy, you read slow." I
smiled, shrugged, and returned to his story
of shyness turned to passion to tenderness.
When I finished he leaned toward me, his
elbow barely missing his drink, "Well, whataya
think?"
"I can see that you're a writer," I said.
'You mean that? Really?"
Again he rustled through his papers and
pushed another, longer document at me.
This story was as good as the first. Mac wrote
in a rich, sensitive style, fresh and full of the
kind of vivid details that bring a story to life.
I thought to myself, this guy writes better than
I do.
I smiled 'It's good. Really. You're a writer."
Emboldened, thrilled, his voice grew louder,
"I think my stuff is pretty damn neat! He
waved his hand and bumped his drink, tip-
ping it to one side. I jumped and started to
bring my hand up to catch it, but thank God,
the glass righted itself. Mac didn't even
notice.
He leaned his face closer to me, "I want to
write a book. I need some help. Yknow," he
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paused for effect, "I like you. I think you can
help me get a book published. So, what are
you gonna charge me to help me write my
book?"
I was ready: "Fifty dollars an hour."
"Wait a minute, wait a minute," he said, "Tell
me something." He gestured to the
manuscript that lay on the table in front of
me, "Can you write better than that?"
I laughed. "Maybe I can and maybe I can't.
I'll tell you one thing, your writing's got a lot
more style than mine. My writing's sort of
visible. But I haven't read enough yet to know
whether there's anything behind your stuff."
I shrugged my shoulders, "You know, any . . .
point of view, or message of some kind."
Mac shook his head and laughed, "Hell, I like
you, and I think you could help me." He
slapped his hand on the table. "Okay, I'll pay
you fifty dollars an hour."
Patricia reappeared to ask if we wanted a
second round. I switched to beer and Mac or-
dered another double martini. Then grin-
ning up at her he said, "Remember, Patty,
we've got a date later tonight after dinner."
"This is lunch," I reminded him.
He checked his watch, "I'll be damned."
Patricia left, and Mac shrugged and said, "Ya
know, I shouldn't drink as much as I do. I've
got a little bit of a drinking problem, but I'm
aware of it. . . so that helps . . . besides, all the
great American writers are heavy drinkers."
"Seems like it," I chuckled.
He continued, "Hell, I read that since 1900,
all but two of the Americans who won the
Nobel Prize for writing were alcoholics. . ."He
laughed. "And of the two who weren't
drinkers, one of 'em was a goddammed
woman. Pearl Buck!"
I laughed dutifully.
Patricia returned with our drinks and Mac
continued shoving samples of his writing at
me to read, talking as I tried to read them.
Two more times he knocked against his mar-
tini glass but both times the glass tipped but
miraculously remained upright
Then, without explanation he stood up and
carrying his packet of writing with him, left
the table and disappeared through the arch
that led to the rest rooms.
He was no sooner gone than a tall somber
man in a dark suit appeared in front of me.
In a heavily accented voice, he introduced
himself as the restaurant manager. Looking
down at me he said, "I think your friend has
had too much to drink."
"I just met him today," I answered.
He said, "WTiat shall we do?"
I shrugged, '1 don't know."
He gestured at the nearly-full martini, "Per-
haps I should take his drink? He won't even
notice. I'll subtract it from the check."
1 nodded, "Good idea. Maybe you better
dump out my glass too," I said.
A moment after the two empty glasses had
been returned to the table, Mac was back. In
8
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a flash, Patricia appeared to take our food
order. I ordered a BLT and Mac ordered filet
mignon. He hadn't noticed that his glass was
empty, and when Patricia asked what we
wanted to drink with our meal, I almost
shouted, "I'll have coffee." To my great relief,
Mac ordered coffee too.
Mac's saucer soon had more coffee in it than
his cup; and at one point while he chewed on
a piece of filet, another chunk hung by a
thread, dangling and spinning in the air
below his chin while I debated with myself
whether to say anything or not; the table wob-
bled and shook whenever he sawed away at
his meat, so that I almost offered to cut if for
him. A child, I thought, this is like eating with
a two year old.
But a talented two year old, I chuckled to
myself. Despite his behavior I was seduced by
his surprising talent This clumsy drunk who
wrote with such sensitivity. Who is he? Where
has he been? What could I do for him? And
what could he do for me? Against my better
judgment I agreed to meet Mac at 10 A.M. the
following Wednesday at his house to begin
our new arrangement.
When Mac finally handed his American Ex-
press card to Patricia, I realized we were the
only customers in the restaurant. The check
came to eighteen dollars and he added a fif-
teen dollar tip. She returned the receipt and
vanished.
We headed for the door and as we passed the
bar, Mac stopped and asked the bartender,
"Where is this restaurant^"
The bartender and I glanced at each other,
then I said to Mac, "You mean. . . Chestnut
Avenue?"
Mac concentrated, "Oh, I know where that
The bartender stood shaking his head, and I
watched Mac as he headed for the door.
Suddenly I didn't care ifhe was the nextJohn
Updike.
In the parking lot, I thanked him for lunch
and hurried for my car. Only when I was safe-
ly in the car and driving slowly across the lot
did I risk looking towards Mac. He was still
making his way slowly toward a solitary brown
Cadillac parked in the far corner of the lot I
reached the street and stopped, twisting in
my seat to look back at him. As I watched, he
swayed, then lost his balance and almost fell,
but like his martini glass, he somehow
managed to stay upright. He continued on
towards his car.
My God, I thought, he shouldn't be driving.
He'll kill himself. I should drive him home.
This isn't fair, I've only met him once; I have
no obligation to him. I hardly know him. Into
my mind flashed the image of a car accident
scene, the brown Cadillac crumpled against
a tree. Police lights flashing, an ambulance
siren in the distance.
Mac reached his car. He must have sensed
that I was still there because and he turned,
and, seeing me looking back at him, he raised
his hand and beckoned to me.
I waved back as I pulled out into the street
"Goodbye, Mac. I'm sorry. God help us both."
oooo
A Story by
JOYCE CAROL OATES
Mystery
Come see me sometime up in Maine she said, don't let's lose touch, and she cer-
tainly seemed to be speaking sincerely and Christopher was certainly sincere in in-
tending to drive up and see her though months passed and his life became complicated
in ways he hadn't foreseen and could not control like running down a hill you don't
quite realize is dangerously steep until you're running only to keep yourself from fall-
ing. All this he explained when he telephoned her and she understood, or seemed to
understand, she'd been married before too, and she'd gone through a difficult divorce,
too, though there weren't children involved as there were in his case. She said, I don't
think I could endure that along with the other. . . . For a long moment she was silent
and he wondered if she was about to cry or had laid the receiver down so he said in a
heartier voice than he intended, I'm fine really, I'm just about recovered really, when
can I come see you? And she said hesitandy it wasn't a good time right now, an ap>-
propriate time, right now. He was sharply disappointed and let her know it after the
promises etcetera after how close they'd been etcetera he'd thought she really wanted
to see him and she said. Yes she did, yes really she did, but things were complicated now.
He preferred not to interpret her words but said, hurt, I won't stay long, and she said
at once. All right—yes, she said quickly, I want to see you too, lowering her voice as if
she didn't want to be overheard. As if there might be someone close by, listening.
So they made their plans. And he wrote down instructions, directions—how to find
her place which wasn't, as she said, easy to find. People are always getting lost coming
here, she said, laughing, her sweet nervous breathy laugh he'd almost forgotten,—and
blaming me. And he said tenderly, Weill won't get lost and I surely won't blame you if
I do.
So he drove up into Maine to see her, farther north in the state than he'd ever gone,
a trip of over four hundred miles in all and the last seventy or so along the twisty
spectacular coasdine beyond Bar Harbor, litde towns on Route 1 named Cherryfield,
Cutler, Machias,Jericho Center. Madeleine lived inJericho Center thirty miles south of
die Canadian border where she helped run a gift shop (handmade jewclr)-, potter)-,
weavings—much of it her own work) with a friend, yes it was cold there in the winter
but how beautiful, he'd have to see it to understand how beautiful, why once you lived
in such a place you were incapable of taking oUier, easier, places seriously. And he'd
said happily yes he wanted to see, he wanted to understand.
But when he arrived at the address she'd given him, just past 4:30 P.M. of the day
they'd agreed to meet, no one seemed to be home.
He knocked on the door at first in excited expectation then in growing concern and
disbelief. Madeleine wasn't home? Wasn't waiting for him, eager to see him, embrace
him, kiss him? After he'd come so far?—^And no note taped to the door or the mailbox.
But her car, her rather battered metallic-gray Mercedes, was parked in die drive.
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So she must be home.
Maybe she was home.
And would not, or could not, answer the door?
Madeleine rented a flat—as she called it: not an "apartment"—on the second floor
of a building at the rear of a shabby overgrown property in an older section ofJericho
Center, not at all the sort of place Christopher had expected. The building appeared
to be a part-converted barn or stable, derelict in appearance, badly in need of repair on
the outside. In front was a ramshackle Victorian house whose clapboards were also peel-
ing paint and whose veranda roof was rotted through, weedy lawn scattered with toys
and debris, screenless opened windows and screenless door wide open. When Chris-
topher had driven in he'd noted children peering at him from the door and even now
a pot-bellied child, naked, thumb in mouth, lurched on the porch, staring in his direc-
tion, until a girl lifted it away.
He thought, almost calmly, I can't believe this.
He rapped on the door again, even tried the doorknob. Calm yet helpless as a child
thinking. My God I can't believe this.
He couldn't have said if he meant Madeleine not being here or ifhe meant the place
itself—this old bam with its paint so blistered and fading you couldn't determine its
color, the groundfloor windows crudely boarded up and the tall front doors padlocked
shut; a faint sun-warmed odor ofgarbage, birdlime, decay. Madeleine, of all people, here
.
.
.? Her door had been painted a cheery yellow discolored now by cobwebs and grime
and its surface was battered as if someone had taken a hammer to it.
Yet it was certainly her door: M. Kenney in neat inked letters was taped to the mail-
box. And the car in the driveway was certainly hers: Christopher had recognized it im-
mediately.
As soon as he'd approached the door in fact his eye had taken in certain unmistak-
able clues—the mailbox stuffed with mail, a waterstained newspaper on the doormat
—
but he had notwanted to interpret them. He'd seen them all right but he had notwanted
to guess what they meant.
How could the woman not be here, after Christopher had driven so far? After she'd
made it clear she wanted to see him as badly as he wanted to see her?
He checked the mailbox but there was no note inside, no envelope for him. Tabloid
advertising flyers, the September issue of Audubon, a utilities bill addressed to M. Ken-
ney, no personal mail. He had the idea he was being watched from the house at the
front: he put everything back inside the little rusted mailbox as he'd found it.
Well—he was in a bind now.
What to do?
If Madeleine were in fact home, just not answering the door, did it mean she'd simp-
ly changed her mind about seeing him? (But then surely she would have left a note send-
ing him away; telling him she was gone.) She might be home but asleep; or ill; in need
of help. Her car was in the driveway after all: though she knew he was coming she hadn't
made any effort to park it elsewhere. Which must mean something, Christopher
thought, baffled,—but what did it mean?
There was another thought he didn't want to think: Madeleine was dead.
Killed, murdered. . . and the body upstairs.
WTiich was why it didn't matter what he did, pounded on the door or shouted, no
one was going to answer.
His heart beat hard, he was beginning to sweat in earnest now.
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It had rained intermittenUy that day butwhen the sun came out the air turned steamy
and the sun was out now and he was sweating.
What a mystery!—for one thing, Madeleine had given him the impression that the
building she lived in was a sort of carriage house, old but charming, renovated, mod-
ernized, and the larger house was an authentic Victorian antique—a period piece as
she'd called it, admiring, or he'd interpreted her tone as admiring, a house she'd dear-
ly love to own had she the time and the money to restore it. She had made him feel a
tinge ofjealousy, evoking her Maine background as if to suggest the possibility that her
real emotional life was elsewhere. .
.
They had met at an artists' and writers' colony in Virginia the previous spring and
had rather quickly become lovers but he didn't really know her well, he had to admit.
He knew her intimately but not well.
He'd had the impression too that she lived in a semi-rural neighborhood. But if this
property had once been larger, a small farm in fact, acreage had long since been sold
off. The lot was perhaps two acres in size and most of it was overgrown and weedy,
bounded by rundown houses and an alley at the rear.
He circled the building, stumbling in the tall grass. Peered up at her windows and
cupped his hands to his mouth, calling, "Madeleine? Madeleine? It's me—" feeling like
a fool.
No answer of course. No movement at any of the windows.
Well—he was a reasonable man wasn't he. Christopher, ex-husband, ex-father. Thir-
ty-six years old and no longer young and naive though not yet, he'd have liked to think,
sour, burnt-out, cynical. He was a reasonable man and not an excitable man and he'd
have described himself as a practical man so with one part of his consciousness he knew
that Madeleine was simply not at home: she was gone: hadn't wanted to see him and
had done a childish cowardly thing, simply went away. Yet with another part of his mind
he was convinced that she really could not be gone since after all she was expecting him,
had invited him, wanted to see him as badly as he wanted to see her. Certainly thewoman
felt a powerful attraction for him—as he felt for her? (And he felt it now, most keenly,
painfully. Though he was exhausted from the hours of driving with no one to spell him
or talk to him to shake him from obsessive thoughts.)
If the former were true, that she'd simply run out on him without so much a leaving
a note, he never, repeat never, wanted to see her or speak to her again except to tell
her, maybe, what he thought of her; let her know his hurt, disappointment, some hint
of his anger. If the latter were true it would have to mean that an emergency of some
kind had occurred, precisely what he couldn't guess except to feel some anxiety (was
he anxious?—sweating so, and his nerves on edge) over her situation, how he might get
to her, help her. She was upstairs in this building squat and boarded-up on its ground
floor like a fortress, her own door solid, without a window he might peek through, she
might be sick, or unconscious, or, yes, she might very well be dead. . . . She might very
well be murdered. ... A beautiful woman, living alone, living alone in a neighborhood
like this. . . .
And he didn't know her well, after all.
"H ello?
—anyone home?"
He could see inside the house, a long hallway strewn with children's toys, room off
to the side in which a TV screen glimmered bluish in die gloom. The interior was dim
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as if undersea, shades drawn. There was a strong odor, not unpleasant, of cooking
—
onions, fried grease—and again the naked child toddled past and again was lifted away,
by a girl whose face he couldn't see. He rapped on the opened door and a plump child,
a boy ofabout nine, appeared, squinting at him suspiciously. "Hello," said Christopher.
"I'm here to see Madeleine—the young woman who lives in back. You know her
Madeleine?" The boy nodded reluctantly; he was eating an Oreo cookie and there were
crumbs on his chin and T-shirt. "She's expecting me but when I knocked on her door
just now no one answered and no one seems to be around," Christopher said, trying to
sound calm, reasonable. The boy made no reply, just stood there chewing his cookie
and squinting at Christopher. Christopher asked if he'd seen her recently and the boy
mumbled "Yeh" but wasn't forthcoming. Had he seen her that day? how recently? The
boy shrugged and mumbled something Christopher couldn't make out—he glanced
back toward the barn as if he expected Madeleine to be there, watching.
Christopher wondered if the child was a litde slow. He asked him several questions
that elicited vague murmured replies and he explained again in a patient voice how
he'd knocked on the door and no one answered and he was frankly worried that some-
thing might have happened to Madeleine—she might be injured, or worse—but the
boy couldn't be drawn into showing any sign of concern. 'There's her car in the
driveway," Christopher said, beginning to be annoyed, "—so I'm worried, you know.
She's a very close dear friend of mine."
The boy chewed and swallowed and wiped his mouth, regarding his own bare feet
with an expression of extreme sobriety. His dirty toes kneaded the porch floor; his bal-
loon stomach stretched his T-shirt and showed, a lardish crescent, starding, white, above
the waistband of his shorts. After a long moment he said, "Maybe she went away with
one of her boy friends. There's two or three of them come around."
This was a remark, spoken in a flat drawling Maine accent, Christopher didn't much
want to hear. So he pretended he hadn't heard it.
He asked if the boy's mother was around and before the boy could so much as sum-
mon her a fat woman appeared in the doorway, flush-faced, angry, having been listen-
ing inside, evidently, and not happy with what she'd heard. She fixed Christopher with
a look of such animated belligerence he took a step backward. "Somebody's got a
problem here? Who's got a problem here?" the woman asked. She was out of breath as
if she'd been running.
Christopher told her what he'd told the boy and tried to explain that he'd spoken
with Madeleinejust the previous day and she'd sounded fme but the woman interrupted
as if she'd heard all this before. She said in a high breathy girlish voice, "—^We mind our
business in this house, mister—^we surely don't keep tabs on her." Christopher tried to
smile; tried to remain composed; told the woman hejustwanted to make a few inquiries,
when she'd seen Madeleine last, if she knew where Madeleine might be, the address of
the store Madeleine worked in etcetera but the woman interrupted again. "—So she's
gone offwith one ofher boy friends, whose business is that?" She smiled at Christopher,
showing stained gat-teeth. It was impossible to judge whether she was amused or dis-
gusted.
"But she was expecting me," Christopher said, pleading. "She wouldn't have gone
away, it isn't like her."
"Ain't it like her?" the woman asked. "Well maybe she's at home then just don't feel
like answering the door. That's her business, mister, ain't it."
"You think she might be home?—^When did you see her last?"
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"I don't have no opinion if she's home or out or whatever," the woman said. "It's no
opinion of mzn^what that one docs."
"But—^whcn did you last sec her?"
The woman shrugged her shoulders as if tlie subject bored her. She was about forty
years old, tight-permed hair, puffy face, probably she'd been pretty once and not that
long ago but she surely wasn't pretty now—her squat fleshy body shapeless as a sack of
potatoes—so Christopher could understand her hostility to Madeleine, so much
younger and more attractive.
"—I'm just worried that something might have happened to her," Christopher said.
"Why would she have gone away if she knew I was coming to see her?"
The woman said, "Well maybe she ain't answering her door, sometimes she don't
answer her door," she was amused, suddenly, fixing Christopher a pitying look "—just
peeks out the window seeing who it is and don't answer. So what?"
"But if she's ill, or injured
—
"
"That door's real solid and she knows it."
"Maybe we should call the police—
"
"You call em if ))ow want em—that's your problem."
She shook her head so violently her fleshyjowls and breasts quivered. Her tone was
contemptuous, dismissive, so Christopher asked quickly, "May I use your telephone,
then?" though he really didn't want to call the police.
"There's a pay phone at the Sunoco station two blocks up, up that way," the woman
said, "—our phone don't work."
She left Christopher standing there without troubling to close the door. He called
after her in a voice heavy with sarcasm, "Thanks a lot!" and slammed off the porch.
Fool, he thought. Asshole.—Meaning himself: what was he going to do?
Had she lied and if she'd lied, why. And why, why like this, in this way, behaving so
mysteriously. . . cruelly. It wasn't like Madeleine, he'd swear it wasn't like her.
Unless of course she was dead. Strangled or stabbed, perhaps raped, lying up there
in that shabby place awaiting him: her corpse, awaiting him. The abrupt unbidden xision
of her lifeless body pierced Christopher's heart as if it were a vision he'd already seen,
or dreamt, and had driven all the way up here to confirm.
At the Sunoco station he used the pay phone not to call the police but to call
Madeleine's number: no answer of course. He let the phone ring. Ring and ring as if,
so long as it was ringing, there might be some chance she was alive and would answer
it.
Fortunately no one knew about tliis—he'd told no one back home. Not even his
closest male acquaintances. Only the fat woman knew, and die boy. And, of course,
Madeleine herself.
That first fime, they'd gone to the shore, an hour's drive from tlie artists' colony.
Didn't know each other well but they'd taken to each other immediately, the way these
things sometimes happen, you glance up and you smile and you seem to recognize
—
you know. They'd hiked on the rocks hand in hand like children not minding the sting-
ing spray and the chilly wind and in a landscape of silted sand and broken and jagged
rock like blackened teeth they'd lain togedier in a sun-warmed sheltered space that
smelled brackish, Madeleine wrapped in a blanket, and Christopher holding her, warm-
ing her, talking with her and whispering and laughing quietly, his heart swelling with
an emotion he could not have named except to know that it was too soon to be love: he
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knew: being a mature man now and even (though it was always a shock to realize this)
a father twice over. He'd made love to this woman he barely knew slowly and gently,
with infinite tenderness he'd thought, and afterward they slept tangled in the blanket,
and he thought he wanted nothing more than to protect her, love her, save her—though
"save" her from what, and to what, he couldn't have said.
He'd held her face framed in his hands. Thumbs at her blue-veined temples stretch-
ing the skin gently back from her eyes. She'd been crying. Or it was the salt-spray, the
harsh sunny air. He'd wanted to love her. He couldn't remember now what he'd said
to her or she to him or if they'd said much of anything, that first time, but he knew that
if things had gone differently afterward, if his life hadn't become quite so complicated
afterward, they would be together now. . . maybe living together now. . . and he wouldn't
be standing in a telephone booth in a place he didn't know trying to figure out what to
do next
Sweat ringed his head like gauze. He retrieved his quarter and dropped it in the
phone again, this time dialed the local police emergency number. But when the phone
was answered he hung up quickly. What could he tell them? He didn't want strangers
pitying him, or laughing in his face.
The fat woman had seemed to think, after all, that this wasn't anything so out of the
ordinary. That door's real solid and she knows it.
Next he dialed the numbers of several gift shops listed in the directory but only one
was open. The woman who answered sounded convincing enough claiming she
didn't know Madeleine Kenny and Christopher wasn't going to press it—she might be
telling the truth or she might be lying but he wasn't going to press it.
At the back of his mind the terrible thought that, if Madeleine had been murdered,
he, Christopher, would be a suspect
Along with a number of other men, presumably. Including the former husband.
(Christopher knew nothing of the man except that their divorce had not been, in
Madeleine's lightly ironic words, "amicable.")
He gave up on the telephone and found a tavern and had a few drinks. The thoughts
that filled his head were staccato and buzzing like gnats and he made no effort to sort
them out or to control them. Had she lied to him and if she'd lied why, and why for
God's sake as she had, why!—he'd be asking himself the rest of his life. Whether, ul-
timately, Madeleine "explained" her behavior or not
Whether, in fact, he ever saw her again.
The liquor went swifdy to his head. He hadn't eaten since before noon and he had
no appetite for food now. With one part of his consciousness he understood that he
should simply give up and return home, very likely he could drive another t\vo hundred
miles before stopping for the night, with another part of his consciousness he knew he
couldn't leave—sure as hell wasn't going to leave. Not with this unresolved.
The "mystery." Wasn't it a "mystery"?—like the opening of a movie he could almost
recall, a man goes to visit a woman but she doesn't answer her door—he forces his way
in, perhaps climbs through a window—close-up of his face, his expression which is
agitated? calm? apprehensive? resigned?—and the camera draws slowly back to show a
body lying tangled in bedsheets, a naked female body, the woman he loves has been
strangled or stabbed, raped—
.
Christopher shuddered. He was certain he'd seen this movie but he couldn't remem-
ber what happened next He had no idea, what happened next
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How it all runs down, he was thinking, a faucet going as he splashed water on his
face trying to clear his head,—hosed away, drained away, that's it. Hours, days,
months, years. The realization is a simple one yet like all simple things it is profound,
it hurts, what you're left with is places—settings—physical surroundings (like this
lavatory, a men's room he'd never been in before and never would be in again after
today)—physical things and most ofall your own physical self, your fleshly self, you. Car-
rying it around with you and being carried by it, all you've got.
Retreat, or move forward? Give up, or continue?—He'd wait to see, he thought. Until
he got there.
He parked, this time, in the back alley, so that the fatwoman and her brood wouldn't
see him. Then made his way, with some difficulty, through a tangle of barbed wire
and briars, approaching the bam from the rear. IfMadeleine herselfwere watching for
him she wouldn't expect him, approaching from the back of the lot.
Seen from this angle the barn with its paint-blistered sides looked even shabbier.
Beneath the old building the land dropped unevenly away, in a series of ridges—there
was a cavernous open cellar, a sort ofnightmare space, filled with trash, children's cast-
off toys, parts of automobiles or farm equipment, chunks of broken concrete, spiky
weeds. Christopher didn't want to look too close into it for fear he'd see something scut-
tling there.
Maybe she'd returned in his absence. That was possible. He'd been gone an hour: it
was nearly 6 P.M. The fatwoman might have telephoned her telling her he'd gone or
—
this was a new thought—she might have been hiding in the fat woman's house when he
arrived. And now they assumed he'd left, he'd been sufficiendy discouraged.
Though the building was in poor repair generally the upper-level window looked fair-
ly new and there was a new-looking stovepipe on the roof, the kind attached to a wood-
burning stove. He remembered her saying she burned wood every night of the year,
even inJuly and August. (Why did she love northern Maine so much, he'd asked, if she
was so susceptible to cold, so thin-blooded. . .? He'd sensed a perversity in her that both
annoyed and attracted.) Very likely she had fixed up her apartment attractively and, in-
side, you'd forgetwhat the outside of the place looked like. In her presence, in her bed,
you'd forget.
He felt a moment's stab of anger, rage—that wasn't going to happen to him, was it?
Not this time.
He remembered that, though she'd stayed only a few weeks at the Virginia residence,
she had taken care to decorate her spartan room with hanging plants, watercolors, hand-
woven rugs, pottery—her pottery being "art" and "crafts." He'd been impressed even
moved. Itwaspart of the woman's curious charm—the way she defined her space in un-
promising or inhospitable surroundings.
Still, he thought, this place was wrong: just wrong: an eyesore, a dump. A woman who
chose to live here, in a neighborhood like Uiis, had to expect being misinterpreted.
He circled the building, walking carefully in die tall grass—hewasn't drunk but there
were mysterious broken things in the grass likely to trip him or turn an ankle. Also tlie
ground was uneven. Also on all sides were invisible singing insects, cicadas, were they?
late summer and he'd never felt comfortable widi the high-pitched querulous noise of
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these insects, not crickets but louder and shriller penetrating the skull so that you
couldn'tjudge what was inside, what was outside.
The windows showed movement but the movement was reflections. Or was it?—one
window, lower than the others, caught his eye. It must have been a stairway.
He stood beneath it, calculating the distance. Ten feet, about There was a blind part-
ly drawn and something on the sill, a vase or a plant.
Was anyone watching? He was hidden from the house on the street and even if
Madeleine were home now it wasn't likely she'd be looking out this window.
His pulse was fast but his thoughts came easy and calm as if they were thoughts he'd
had in the past and was only now remembering.
He was thinking how he'd framed her face in his hands stretching the skin back from
the eyes but the strange thing was, he couldn't see her face clearly. He'd read some-
where that the more intimately you know a person the less vivid the face, as if the two
of you conjoin, are absorbed one into the other. . . which meant love didn't it. Some
kind of love.
He did recall her shivering in his arms. Her delicate bones, blue veins at her temples
and that fair lightly freckled skin .... He'd tongued her shoulder as they lay together,
awkwardly at first, in the sand, her flesh rising in goose bumps because she was cold
though laughingly she denied it, said she loved the fresh air and the sea-spray, the smells
of the sea. He'd been enormously excited but had not hurt her. He'd been slow, gentle,
patient, he'd believed her when she told him certain things not guessing she lied, or
simply said what the exigencies of the moment led her to say, startled her into saying
—
those unanticipated and then-forgotten moments when you say what you don't even
know you don't mean to say. And might regret.
But the words, which might be anyone's words, leap unbidden to your tongue, like
love-cries, flesh-cries. Which might be anyone's.
He tried to grab hold of the outdoor sill of the window but couldn't quite make it
fell back panting and swearing. A shower of soft rotted splinters and dust sifted into his
face.
He looked around. No one was watching. Even from the alley—no one could see, the
view was obscured by wild bushes, trees.
There were several other windows larger than this window but they were probably out
of reach unless he had a step ladder and he didn't have a step ladder. He found a bar-
rel in the cellar space, rolled it out, nothing in it but rain water which was fortunate, he
upended it beneath the window and climbed on top of it but the damn thing wobbled
dangerously—the ground was uneven. He had to be careful not to fall and injure him-
self in this treacherous place though he wasn't, he was certain he wasn't, now, even mild-
ly drunk. Intense concentration always had the effect of clearing his head.
He climbed down panting and saw, to his surprise, that he'd cut himself somehow.
His left forearm bled in thin wavering scratches which must have been from the briars
he'd pushed his way through. There were cobwebs on his arms too, a good deal ofgrime.
The barrel was filthy with the filth of ages. . . . But he didn't intend to give up, not so
easily: he wedged a chunk ofconcrete against the barrel to steady it and then he climbed
on it again and this way, he was thinking, he could make it.
oooo
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BARBARA C. MILlJ\RD
Talking With
Joyce Carol Oates
As a voice ofthe conscience ofcontemporary American civilization,Joyce Carol Oates
has evoked profound questions about the nature of the human personality and its long-
ing for transcendence from the materialism and chaos of modern life. For her, litera-
ture occasions that transcendence. "My faith in the craft of writing, " she wrote recent-
ly, " in the writer's role ... is that it is . . . a form of sympathy. And being mimetic, being
bodiless, consisting solely of words, it necessitates no displacement or intrusion in the
world; it exults in its own being." In keeping with this vision, she isawTiter unflinching-
ly committed to telling the story, to giving a shape to our national and personal obses-
sions. An experimentalist who is always striking out in new directions, she has reshaped
and combined the elements of psychological realism, surrealism, myth, fable, fairy tale,
the grotesque and the gothic in her fiction and poetry, and in so doing, has forced her
readers to confront themselves at the boundaries of experience.
Oates has been an astoundingly prolific writer whose work soon gleaned her pres-
tigious honors, including several O. Henry Prize Story Awards, a Guggenheim Fellow-
ship, the National Book Award (for them), and election to the American Academy of
Arts and Letters. Meanwhile she has remained in the classroom, having taught at the
Universities of Detroit and Windsor, and is currently professor and wTiter in residence
at Princeton University.
Last fall, fresh from attending the luncheon for American artists hosted by Soviet
Premier Mikhail Gorbachev in Washington, D.C., Joyce Carol Oates visited La Salle
University to give a lecture-poetry reading. After this presentation and several informal
gatherings with students, she was gracious enough to linger and discuss her views on
writing and her most recent work.
Q. You have said that the "urriter creates himself, " "imagines himself. " IsJoyce Carol Oates some-
thing ofa creation other than theJoyce Oates Smith who reputedly offers to wash herfriends' win-
dows andjogs -with her cats ?
No, the "windows" was meant to be a joke. But it's difficult to answer that question.
We all have different personalities at different times or elicited by different contexts.
When I go into my study and write— at least while I'm in the writing— I probably have
no personality. I am trying to attune myself to the voice rhythms of the work in front of
me. When I'm teaching or talking to people, it's more a sociable self, probably. To say
"which is the real self?" is a naive question because we have all tliese selves. They seem
to me equally valid. WilliamJames said we have as many selves as tliere are people who
know us.
Q. Your latest novel. You Must Remember This, appears to be the most autobiographical ofyour
novels. Have those close to you, family andfiends, had any reaction to these details in your unit-
ing?
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Marya, A Lifewas dra^vn upon a good deal of my personal life and You Must Remember
This, also. It is difficult to even calibrate the degree of autobiographical and personal
material in terms of the fictional material. I am really hard put to say. Obviously, the set-
tings are very real. You Must Remember This is set in the cities of Lockport, N.Y. and Buf-
falo, N.Y. where I grew up. But, of course, the novel is fiction.
My mother and father are probably my most avid fans. They read everything that I
write, and I send them material. They're very supportive and very sweet actually. They
like what I write. They are very excited if they see something that seems to remind them
ofan event or something they can recognize in a novel as in Marya or Wonderland or You
Must Remember This. They tend to think that makes the fiction more interesting. I'm
probably very fortunate. I am surrounded by people who have a real sense of the writer's
integrity and the individual's need to express him or herself. I've never remotely been
chastized or censored by anyone I know.
Q. It is clearfrom the evidence ofyour novels as well asfromyour own comments that thephenomena
ofcontemporary life in America do have an impact on your writing, and that you sometimes work
from real events. Can you describe the creative process ? Do you work primarilyfrom plot or charac-
ter?
Probably from character and theme. Sometimes structure. I'm interested in struc-
ture. Well, I probably do work from events. There's virtually nothing that is in fiction
that doesn't have an analogue in real life. Obviously, a good deal more goes into the
texture and refinement of a plot. Just now, in talking with the students, I said I was in-
terested in celebrity and fame in America, as an aspect ofAmerican life. When I say that
I "dream" my stories, I mean I tend to daydream or think about them. I contemplate,
meditate about them. For novels I have a lot of notes, and for short stories, of course, I
have less. But I do write in long-hand. I feel that I have to have my own handwriting.
The novel is the most difficult genre and the most challenging, so, in a way, I prefer
it, because when you're writing a novel you always feel that you are doing something
very difficult, at least if the novel means something to you, and it's a serious novel. But
the other forms can be very beautiful and exciting to me as well. Another form that I
like very much is the long essay. I'd like to do another book like my book on boxing,
and I'm sort of casting about for another subject. I loved writing that. It was very dif-
ficult It was so strange for me to be writing something that was not fiction but was very
emotional for me and passionate, not that I've never felt emotion in my non-fiction writ-
ing before, but this book was special. So that form, the book-length essay, interests me
very much as a genre in which the essay functions as a kind of memoir that both is and
is not writing merely a kind of objective prose, but maybe I'll never find that subject.
Then again, gambling is a possibility. Perhaps I'll find that subject at La Salle.
Q. In addition to characterizing the need to write as an obsession, you have stated in "Stories That
Define Me " that you write to discover what it is that you have written. Do you also write with any
other audience in mind ? Do you posit an audience when you are writing!
Some writers posit an audience ofjust one or two or three people. They may feel that
they are writing for their friends or mentors, and other writers write essentially for them-
selves as readers. I'm not sure what I think of when I write. I tend to address myself to
what I might call the integrity of the work and think of the work as having a kind of soul
or inner spiritual life that manifests itself in terms of the voice or the prose rhythm, and
I feel that I have to try to get that right. I suppose that, in terms of the text itself, I can't
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really say that at that time I'm thinking ofan audience. I am essentially trying to get the
body of a small work, let's say a poem, right in term of its own quiddilas, its own whole-
ness or its nature. This is very hard to describe. It sounds more mystical than it is, but
the work seems to reflect itself, in a way. When I'm all done with it, and at the point
where it might be mailed out to my agent, and then eventually might get published,
then I would start thinking of an audience—at that point, probably. But tlien I would
also be working at something else.
It is a very provocative question: for whom does the artist paint.'' When Van Gogh was
painting his great paintings, as many as two or three a day sometimes in a sort of fren-
zy of creation, for whom was he painting? One can't think it was for any audience—or
any patron, because in fact he didn'thaveany. Wasitfor his friends or his brother? Was
itjust for himself? In away I'm not sure the question can be answered. It is almost a mys-
tical proposition: for whom is art created?
Q. Yes, but the medium is different after all. Van Gogh couldn't see ahead to a time when there
would be prints madefrom his paintings. But when one writes today, one is very aware that this is
deliberately for publication. Do you never have a vision of all those copies rolling off the press and
into readers ' hands ?
Absolutely not. For one thing, when one is working on something, one has no sense
of its even being finished. You tend to feel that if you can just get it done, you'd be so
happy. It's like a swimmer who is having a difficult time swimming across a certain body
ofwater, not thinking about what he is going to do the next day or whether people will
congratulate him, butjust getting there is the whole task. And it's all-consuming.
Q. In your latest essay for the New York Times Book Review, "The World 's Worst Critics, " you
analyze thefears, insecurities, and misapprehensions other writers have about their work and con-
clude that "the artist and the critic, the demon and the ego, are . . . forever at odds. "With that strug-
gle in mind, what is your own sense ofyour work ? Do you prefer any in particular!
I don't think in those terms just now. I think that probably some day I will, perhaps
when I've stopped writing, when I'm older, perhaps even when I'm dying. To be quite
frank about it, when people reach a peak or a plateau in their inner being, they may
stop and rest and look back reflectively over the life. But I think when you're deeply in
the life, in wz^fiiar^^, you don't review your own life that way. Right now. You Must Remem-
ber This, which is my new novel, seems very close to me, and Marya, and On Boxing. At
the same time, these are also my most recent books. The poetry that I read tliis after-
noon seems very close to me, while other poems that I wrote years ago seem remote,
but obviously at the time I wrote them they were very close too. So, I Uiink your ques-
tion really addresses itself to the mystery of time, how time changes us and seems to
make remote feelings that were once vital and very real and exciting. And those feel-
ings now recede. I wouldn't want to reread my first book {By the North Gate). But on tlie
other hand, if I took that book back I wouldn't have any first book, so it's not for the
writer to look back and make these judgments. You probably know tliat certain poets
like Marianne Moore andjohn Crowe Ransom, and even Auden,who was usually sojudi-
cious in his judgments, went back and rewrote some of Uieir earlier poems, and they
ruined them because they were coming dowTi with tliejudgment ofmuch older writers,
rather censorious, and simply not sympathetic with the earlier self.
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Q- It has been said that you are much more at ease now in the public eye
—less retiring, and more
vnlling to become involved in publicforums sinceyou have been at Princeton. Are symposia on your
uniting in which you participate, like those at MLA conventions, ofany value to you as a writerl
I think that has been printed, but it is not in fact true. I've always been more or less
the same person. In fact, we used to live in Windsor, so we were rather out of the way,
and we were not near New York, so I didn't get to New York as often. But, I've always
had the same personality all my life.
I think I only went to an MLA session once because I was invited. But I wouldn't go
again because it is too self-conscious. I don't know how such a discussion would be help-
ful. If somebody wrote an article on Wonderland, I'm not writing Wonderland now.
Criticism more or less allows the critic to be perceptive or intelligent or ingenious, and
the critic has now taken over and is writing a work of art of some validity, but it has lit-
tle to do with the author of the novel. For instance, if I write on King Lear, which I have,
and you write on Macbeth, we're writing on these subjects ourselves. Shakespeare could
not be expected to care about our opinion, but we care about our opinion. So critics
have their opinions, and some of them disagree with one another. It's not for the rest
of us to disagree with opinions as much as to entertain them and see how valuable they
are. I rarely disagree with anyone's opinion. It's more that I might be interested in it,
and I might see some things in a work that I hadn't seen before.
Q. You 've said that you go to some lengths to avoid reading reviews ofyour books; have you always
practiced this policy, even with yourfirst books, or has this habit developed as a result ofyour ex-
perience with reviews ?
I never seek out reviews. Many are sent to me by my publisher, and I look through
them. Sometimes I am astonished by how sensitive, how perceptive, and, in a way, how
well-written these reviews are. I am very moved and very grateful that someone would
spend so much time. Litde essay reviews, that sort of thing, are often well-written, but I
don't seek them out because it is very distracting. I have always been very fortunate. My
first book was a collection of short stories. (I was almost going to say just a collection of
short stories because in those days, in particular, short stories didn't draw the kind of
attention one might have hoped for.) But, the first book was reviewed very prominent-
ly in the New York Times by Stanley Kaufmann, who is not an easy critic. My photograph
was there. This was very exciting for my family, I must say. So, I have been treated very
well.
Q. You have spoken out quite strongly to those who object to the violence in yourfiction, and you
have identified the sexism implicit in their expectation of something more domesticated from a
"woman writer. "However, others have observed that it isn't the details ofviolence and aberration
(which, as you rightly observe, are part of the fabric of our civilization) which are unsettling so
much as the extraordinarily detached tone ofthe narratives, which some have called "cold "or "hard.
"
Is this an effect which you intend"? What is your response to this criticism?
Writers write about what's there^here does have to be a sense ofunderstatement per-
haps in presenting facts. You Must Remember This, for example, has some boxing scenes
in it and some of them are filtered through the consciousness of people who are being
very affected by them and sickened and very upset. The protagonists in the novels tend
to be the moral points of consciousness. Marya is a novel that does not seem to suggest
some of this tone. Marya's experiences as a young woman who goes to graduate school
and teaches are from her point ofview. She reacts to them in a controlled way, but that's
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because she's afraid of being too emotional, of having a complete breakdown. Also,
when things happen of a violent nature in our lives (if anything violent has ever hap>-
pened as, say, an automobile accident,) the events do seem to happen in a kind ofdream.
You don't seem to have any emotion right then. When there is a death in the family, or
something really terrible happens, people at the moment don't feel anything because
they're so shocked, they're numb. Later on they start feeling. I think, to be truthful to
human nature, that people are often in a numbed state. WT-ien events of a violent kind
do take place, they can't feel anything for days afterwards. So maybe that's what I am
doing in writing.
Q. As a woman urriler, do you have an awareness ofa community offemale readers, somefeminist,
who look to youfor some special articulation about what it is like to be afemale in this culture? Do
you feel any pressurefromfeminist critics?
No, I haven't very much. Feminists have probably been ambivalent or doubtful about
my work. I am not a political writer in that narrow sense. But, really, in this country I'm
not sure there are any women writers apart from Adrienne Rich, perhaps, or Marilyn
French, and maybe one or two others—writers of some note and stature who are iden-
tified with feminism as such. I think there are wonderful women writers and there is a
lively diversity. Some are not even particularly feminist or may be antifeminist, for all I
know. Perhaps it's the case that in the United States the pool ofwomen writers is some-
how larger and this accounts for our diversity, compared to, say, literary London.
Q. In discussing your own "genesis "as a writer, you have identified Lewis Carroll, Ernest
Hemingway, and Fyodor Dostoevsky as part of that process. Do you have any specific sense of the
impact ofwomen authors in this process?
I started reading the Brontes when I was in high school, and I read Woolfwhen I was
older. Emily Dickinson, as well. I must say I've never had any sense of gender. I was not
influenced by Henry David Thoreau because he was a man or by Emily Bronte because
she was a woman. I think thatwhen I was reading as a young person, I simply read books.
In some cases I didn't even know who the authors were. If I had read something by
George Eliot, I would probably have thought she was a man. I think feminist criticism
has been very interesting in making us aware offemale precursors, but I wonder if there
isn't something mistaken here. I think that many writers read books, period. WTien I
read the Alice books, I had no sense of Louis Carroll. They were just interesting books.
I would like to have written something like that, but I didn't have any sense of their
being male or female in anyway. Sol don't fit into some of the feminists' ideas, in their
sense of a female precursor, because it hasn't been the case \sTth me. Although I have
never experienced a sense of "matrilinial tradition," I think it may be beginning now,
where women consciously will go to read other women. But I didn't have it, I came too
early for that.
Q. You have regularly taught and are reputed a teacher ofgreat talent and energy. How does one
"leach " creative writing? Do you ever discuss your own work in class ?
Well, we don't "teach" it. Our students are already writing. They're at work on
manuscripts. My advice is more like an editor's. Students would never be so forward as
to ask to discuss my work. We deal with their material only, except for an anthology of
short stories we read. My teaching has no impact on my writing. I think of it as more so-
ciable.
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Q. Those of us who barely find time to publish anything while teaching must know:
how do you
teach, write creatively, and do the research and analysis necessary for the body of literary criticism
which you publish as well?
I guess I work quite intensely when I work, but I don't have children, and my life is
very ordered. I work in the mornings and teach in the afternoons. I do a lot of research
for the novels, too, like A Bloodsmoor Romance. That was so much work! For a character
in You Must Remember This, I began research on boxing that led back to 1909 and in-
cluded old fdms. This research led to my book on boxing as well. But I enjoy research;
I love it.
Q. To what extent were you involved with thefilming ofSmooth Talk, based on your short story
"Where Are You Going, Where Have You Been "? Would you like to see more ofyour work trans-
lated intofilm?
I had nothing to do with the screen play and filming of Smooth Talk but I respected
what Tom Cole (who did the screenplay) and Joyce Chopra (who directed) ac-
complished. The story itself is a Hawthomian parable of a kind, "realistic" in its surface
texture but otherwise allegorical. In filming it, a compromise of a kind was struck that
seems to me quite remarkable.
Martin Scorcese has optioned You Must Remember This and I am also doing the
screenplay for the film. I have also been asked to work with the film production for
American Appetities (my novel forthcoming in January 1989) and I may do that too—it
depends upon whether I'm satisfied with the experience of You Must Remember This.
Q. As an experimental writer, do you feel you have grown over the years?
Yes. Technical experimentation is the writer's secret delight—secret because, if the
finished product "works," its underpinnings and strategies may go unremarked. Per-
haps the most difficult of all writing is the apparendy realistic and straightforward:
Thomas Hardy in his glory, for instance. Meta-fiction and self-reflexive fiction are in fact
much "easier" to write—as one would quickly learn if he were to attempt these various
forms. The seemingly realistic novel is by far the most challenging mode of fiction be-
cause, while we know that realism is just one literary strategy among many, and not the
most basic strategy (that I suppose would be myth, fairy tale, legend), the challlenge of
making that strategy seem fresh, original, and inevitable in terms of the work's integrity
is considerable.
However, most writers want to write something that might reverberate in the heart
Isak Dinesen spoke for all of us by saying that she wanted only to write a few beautiful
stories. That struck me as in itself a beautiful statement. And so true. And so worth a
life's effort . .
.
OOOO
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DANIEL BURKE, FSC
Christmas Cards
Sitting again
to sign a stack
of Christmas cards
—
pale December sunlight
across my cluttered desk
—
I'm bothered that
I cannot add to each
some news or comfort
for all the days that slipped away
without a word.
With a picture poem, though,
freely versified
and a well-worn wish,
the pile of cards begins to dwindle
—
not unlike my confraternity
of near and distant friends
I find with every year
diminishing.
But now each name I write
lingers a moment
in memory and heart,
is warmed again
against the winter air,
becomes a gift to keep for Christmas.
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DANIELJAMES SUNDAHL
A Change of Climate
Five million years ago
My ancestors came down from trees;
They walked across the ground
like me behind a garden plow
That bucks andjumps.
It turns one rock, another,
And then this piece of slate.
Call it laziness,
But I leave that garden plow.
Its blade stuck in the ground,
And carry this piece of slate
To the corner of the yard
Where I'm building a stone wall.
I have a hammer there, a chisel;
I start to shape that piece of slate.
And luck! it splits
Neat and smooth along the grain,
And there a bas relief,
A fossil remnant, its wings
Spread to fly, five million years ago.
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A Story by
DAVID SHIELDS
The War on Poverty
Basketball isn't a white boy's game, but from age eight until age seventeen I played
all day, and when it grew too dark to see the rim I played by the light of the street
lamp. I played on school teams, on temple teams, in pickup games, for hours alone,
with friends, against friends, with people I'd never seen before and never saw again,
with middle-aged men wearing college sweat shirts and remembering the Big Game of
'59 who liked to keep their hands on my ass as they guarded me, with little girls and
cheerleaders who couldn't believe how good I was, with San Francisco Warriors keep-
ing in shape during the summer who told me I might make it, with my mother who told
me she wished I might make it in something else, with coaches who told me the future
of theirjobs rested on my performance, with the owners of a pornographic book store
who asked me if I wanted to appear in an art film, with my father who asked me to stop
the fancy dan tricks and practice the two-handed set shot. I wore leather weights around
my ankles, taking them off only in bed so my legs would be strong and I would be able
to jump as high as black boys could. I read every available book on technique, every
biography of the stars. I squeezed a hard rubber ball every night, one hundred times a
night, until my palms itched and turned red. Ijumped rope: inside, around the block,
up stairs, walking the dog. I played on asphalt, in playgrounds, in gyms, in the street, in
my backyard, in my mind, in rain, in winds that ruled the ball, beneath the dead dry-
heat of burning sun.
At the beginning of one summer I wrote out a list of the routine I wanted to follow.
Every day without deviation for the next three months I followed it so seriously, so loyal-
ly, so religiously that when I wasn't bouncing a basketball my hands shook. At eight
o'clock in the morning I arrived at the courts, sixteen full-length courts of broken as-
phalt, and began the day by doing jumping jacks, knee bends and pushups, dien ran
backwards and forwards around the courts. I dribbled with my right hand, with my left
hand, behind my back, and through my legs. Without missing 1 took layup after soft
layup from the right side, the left side, straight down the middle. I shot one hundred
free throws in precisely the same style. I banked hook shots from the sides and s\vished
jump shots from the top of the key. I played all day outside until dark, played in g)Tns
until they closed, then lifted weights when I got home.
And it all paid offbecause I was so good. WTien I attended a basketball coaching camp
in Napa Valley the director ofmy group was so impressed udth how accurately and power-
fully I passed the ball behind my back that he arranged for the director of \l\c camp to
watch me, and after I threw on the move six straight passes behind my back inio his out-
stretched hands he said he could arrange the entire package—a four year scholarship,
plus car, plusjob, plus girl—at his alma mater. 1 told him I had better offers. AltJiough
opposing coaches assigned two players to guard me, I averaged twent)-six points, four-
teen rebounds, and six assists a game for three years of high school varsity basketball. I
was named All-league, All-city, All-county, All-state, All-ever>thing. In my senior year I
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was honorable mention AJl-American. I was sLx feet, one inch, and able to stuff the ball
into the basket with two hands. With one hand I could palm the basketball. If I grabbed
the rim, the entire backboard structure shook. Most of the cheerleading squad told me
they lost their virginity in my company. Toward the end of the game, when the contest
was already decided and I walked off the court, the crowd first applauded wildly, then,
bored by the action, left the arena and went home. Behind by one point with three
seconds remaining in the final game of the playoffs for the state championship, I
released a shot so perfectly aimed it would have hardly rippled the cords as it descend-
ed through the rim had not someone nicknamed The Fly, wearing a metal comb in his
hair and purple socks around his ankles, leaped above the basket and blocked the shot,
screaming into my ear, Eat it. Mother, landing on my ankle, breaking it in to twelve clean-
ly shattered pieces.
Saturday morning my mother gathered my family together in the living room to in-
troduce the new maid to the rest of us, and while the hired help was changing into
her uniform in the bathroom my mother whispered, Treat her with respect now. She's
a person, too, with feelings. She's had a hard life. Be nice to her.
My mother didn't want to clean house Saturdays. She wanted to play tennis. Ever
since she was in high school she had played and now, working full-time during the week
and gardening on weekends, she missed the game. She longed to rush the netand smash
overheads. Ida, the maid, walked out of the hallway bathroom clutching her clothes and
wearing her white uniform and white hat. My mother turned around, put her arm on
Ida's shoulder, and pushed her into the living room.
Ida, this is my husband: Mr. Bloom. You can call him Leonard.
Hello.
You can call him Leonard.
Yes, Mrs. Bloom.
Oh, Ida, I wish you wouldn't call me that. I asked you to call me Jane.
I'd just as soon not.
I guess we'll just have to give our friendship time to develop.
Yes.
Ida, these are my children: Ellen and Walt.
Ellen didn't move from the broken chair she was sitting on, only nodded, politely
smiled, but I stood up and when I said hello I felt pink palms, white fingernails, big black
hands.
My mother showed Ida the cleaning closet in the back porch: This is the vacuum
cleaner, these are the attachments, this is the dustpan, the broom, these are the rags. If
you have any questions, any problems whatsoever, don't hesitate to ask me first thing.
Ida nodded and lugged the vacuum cleaner down the hallway to my parents' bedroom.
My mother carried various plastic attachments in her arms, a round suction cup with
brisdes for picking up dust, a long flat piece for cleaning rugs, and an extension cord,
and said. Here, Ida, in case you need any of these things. Ida threw the plastic pieces
on the bed and plugged in the vacuum cleaner while her employer motioned with her
arms and tried to talk above the noise, wondering whether the walls and the pictures
on the walls shouldn't be dusted before she began vacuuming, whether the carpet
beneath the bed mightn't be cleaned more thoroughly if the bed were pushed against
the far wall, whether back and forth or at least across might not be more efficient than
haphazardly sending the vacuum cleaner every which way, but Ida ignored all this and
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over the sound of the machine shouted at her to move out of the way so she could get
that spot.
After she'd cleaned the whole house, she was invited by my mother to have coffee
and cookies with the rest of the family, but Ida said no. She wanted to be paid and driven
home; she didn'twant to nibble cookies. Please, Ida, my mother said, please join us. Ida
relented and for halfan hour we told Ida how clean all llic rooms were—tlic bathroom
sparkled, the den looked good as new—^while Ida stared at her plate of cookies and cold
cup of coffee. My mother drove her home, but before they got to the ghetto Ida said,
This is my street, Mrs. Bloom, turn right here, and then she said. Stop, this is where I
live, at a house that wasn't a mansion but not a shack, either.
My mother pulled out a twenty dollar bill and said, Keep
—
That'll be thirty-two dollars.
What?
Thirty-two dollars is my going rate, Mrs. Bloom.
But, Ida, you only worked four and a half hours.
My time is valuable.
But, Ida
—
Thirty-two dollars, Mrs. Bloom.
The director ofwhat was called the poverty program, my father, hired me to teach
summer school. I read books oflesson plans—fun with numbers, fun with words
—
until the term began. Monday morning I wandered around the campus, waiting for the
students to arrive, black children who'd been bussed uptown during the school year,
failed their courses, and now had to attend the summer school in their own neighbor-
hood.
In the back of the room boys stood on top of desks, pushing one another off, and
toward the front girls were gathered in a circle, lighting cigarettes, arguing, combing
their hair. One litde boy was hanging out the window, another was climbing in: a col-
lision seemed certain. They were running around the room, stumbling as they ran,
eating their lunches, eating crayons, tearing their clothes, drinking water, spitting water,
drinking soda, wrestling, screaming, cursing. I took offmy coat and said, I'm in charge
here.
Louder I said. My name is Mr. Bloom. Walter Bloom. I'm teaching this class.
You what?
I'm teaching this class.
The fuck you are.
Shut you mouth, white man.
Four eyes.
Big nosed motherfucker.
I'm teaching this class and shall have your attention.
You what?
I shall—
Get out ofmy face, jewboy.
Faggot.
I called roll and nobody answered except a litde girl with crooked teeth and her coat
still on named Leah Baxter, who raised her hand, said she was here, walked to the front
of the classroom, picked up a yardstick from the chalkboard tray, and smashed it against
the desk in front of her. The man said he was in charge here, she said. There was silence
in the room. Absolute silence.
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When tiie director ofthe poverty program, my father, called landlords to askwhether
Uic apartments listed in the morning newspaper were still available they told him
yes they were, and when he visited the landlords that afternoon they told him yes they
were, butwhen he returned thatevening with a tall skinny black man who'd just arrived
from West Texas wearing a purple felt hat and needing a place to stay, they doubled the
rent or demanded two months' down payment or said the room had been taken. The
poverty program filed a complaint with the city housing department, but when weeks
passed and Franklin was still without a place to live my mother told my father that
Franklin was welcome to move into the guest room.
He moved in and stayed a while. He showed me how to shake hands, how to play pool,
play cards, how to masturbate, how to dance, how to dress. He bought me liquor and
dirty magazines. He played basketball, baseball, football, tennis and track with me and
let me win. For a year and a half he ate our food and paid no rent, and didn't leave until
he'd graduated from the local junior college and met and married a pretty white girl,
but what I remember is this: the morning after he moved in I walked into the bathroom
while he was showering, smelled his body as burnt butter, hot heated jelly, damp sweet
sweat, and vomited into the sink.
My
father worked as a public relations man for theJewish Welfare Association until
he was fired for being unable to persuade the local newspapers to print long ar-
ticles celebrating the Jewish Welfare Association, and for failing to persuade the local
big givers to contribute blank checks at the fund-raisers. After he'd been fired he told
me. That's not my kind of work. I'm not a beggar. I'm a man. I give. I don't take. He
collected unemployment benefits, paced up and back inside the house, typed and
mailed hundreds of resumes, went limp, saw a psychiatrist who prescribed uppers for
the problem, drank uppers with bourbon and nearly killed himself, was admitted to an
institution, pleaded for electroshock therapy to dull the memory of disgrace, received
the treatment, left the hospital ten days later, and pronounced himself fit to return to
work.
He was hired to be the first white director of the city's poverty program. He was asked
if he'd accept as his salary six thousand dollars a year, and when he said yes they
wondered about him. So many times he said, There's no money in Poverty, and laughed,
but he did love the job. He prosecuted landlords who told him the apartment was still
available after telling blacks it hadjustbeen taken. He screamed at downtown merchants
to hire bright, beautiful black girls as salesclerks until they did. He organized boycotts
of stores that wouldn't accept food stamps until every market in the city agreed. On
weekends he drove to Sacramento and flew to Washington to ask for more money for
the poverty program. He was invited to picnics, barbecues, softball games, into people's
homes for dinner. They liked him. The ghetto was his. They hiked his salary to sixty-two
hundred and fifty dollars a year and he was thrilled.
But many of the bright, beautiful salesclerks were accused of ringing up the register
on lunch breaks and fired. He returned empty-handed from Sacramento and
Washington, although officials in both places told him to keep up the good work. He
chartered a bus to take all the kids in the neighborhood to a baseball game, told me I
could go, and on the way home I was cornered in the back of the bus, beaten, and
stripped. Social workers who were supposed to be doing something called organizing
the community but who spent every day drinking cheap wine and listening to the car
radio told him that witliin a month they would have his job when he refused to give
them their paychecks. A woman who played solitaire and drank. cofTee all day instead
ofattending to her duties as assistant director of the poverty program demanded a raise.
He said no, I'm sorry, no, and when her husband showed up with a twelve gauge shot-
gun my father took off running.
My
mother returned with her racquet in one hand and a glass of iced tea in the
other to find Ida holding the vacuum cleaner attachment up in the air like an
elephant's trunk and pulling the vacuum like a disobedient dog, running into the
kitchen from my parents' bedroom in the back of the house.Ida told my mother that
while she was cleaning and dusting and rearranging her jewelry box she realized that
something wasn't there that should have been: the gold ring which Mrs. Bloom's fatlier
had given to Mrs. Bloom and which Mrs. Bloom planned to give Ellen on her twenty-
first birthday was missing. My mother said not to worry; she was sure it was only tem-
porarily misplaced—itwould turn up somewhere—so Ida put down her vacuum cleaner
and my mother set down her glass and the two ofthem looked everywhere. They emptied
the jewelry box on the bedspread, examined the collection piece by piece seven times,
and when they didn't find it my mother collapsed and cried into Ida's fat black arms.
Ida consoled her, patted her on the back, and said, I did see Walt run in and out of the
room real quick.
Close the windows, I said. Stop running. Stop wrestling. Stop drinking. Stop eating.
Stop talking. Shut your dirty little mouths and sit down in your seats. Give me your
attention because I'm in charge of this classroom.
I unrolled a map of the world and said. Do all ofyou know what this is?
Atlas.
A little boy who squinted and needed glasses but couldn't afford to buy them ex-
plained that it was an encyclopedia.
Leah said it was a map.
I said, Yes.
They said. Shut your face, girl.
They said, Kissass.
They said, Niggergirl.
Leah wriggled in her seat and zipped up her coat. It was the middle of tlie summer
and she was cold.
What does the blue mean? I asked.
Blue means crayon.
Blue means paint.
No, sucker, means air. Blue means blue sky.
I asked Leah what die blue meant.
Don't know.
I asked her again.
Don't know.
The blue means water, I said. Ocean. The Pacific Ocean. The Atlantic Ocean. The
Arctic Ocean. The Indian Ocean. Is the world flat or round?
Flat.
The world is flat.
No, I said, the world is round.
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Get off.
Come on.
White man's crazy.
Do you know where your ancestors came from? Can you point on the map to where
they came from?
They come from uptown.
They dead.
Have you heard ofAfrica? Do you know where it is?
I pointed to Africa and said, This is Africa. Can someone come up and point to Africa?
A girl with ankle bracelets walked to the map and pointed to Paris.
Do you know what country you live in? WTiat state? Do you know what city? Do you
know where you are?
The bell rang and I said, Nobody is leaving until someone comes to the map and
points to what city we're living in.
Leah got up, walked to the map, stood on tiptoes, pointed, and the class loved her.
Franklin put on a suit for a party at our house; when he answered the door guests
gave him their coat, and when he bumped into people in the living room they
asked him where are the drinks? He lost the key to the house, walked four miles to get
a key from me, but was threatened with arrest when the dean of students saw him stroll-
ing across campus. While he was standing still in stores, customers asked him if he
worked here, where men's shirts were, whether the sale applied to all fabrics. He had
to pick up his mail at a downtown post office box because the mailman said he had no
documentation that the recipient's mail should be forwarded to the above address. He
was arrested for driving twenty-three miles an hour in a twenty-five mile an hour zone.
At dinner friends of the family asked him what sport he played at the local junior col-
lege. My mother cooked food which she thought he might like butwhich he was unable
to swallow. My father talked to him about W.E.B. Du Bois and he said Who? My little
sister locked her bedroom door at night. I tutored him in mathematics and told him he
was hopeless when he said that, where 4x equals twenty eight, x equals twenty-four. It
was all so embarrassing and trite I don't know how he stayed as long as he did.
My mother was hired as the public information officer for the elementary
school dis-
trict while its schools were being integrated. She edited a monthly newsletter that
was distributed to the teachers, and in nearly every issue she offered an editorial polemi-
cally in support of the desegregation of the schools. WTienever she grouped school
children for posed pictures that would appear in the local newspaper she insured that
there were black faces in the crowd, but she was such a poor photographer that the faces
of the black children always came out as smudgy studies in ebony. She attended school
board meetings twice a month, stayed afterward very late writing the article on the meet-
ing to give to the newspaper in time to be printed the following day, and with the sar-
torial superintendent of schools had the only affair of her life. She directed the bond
issue for millions ofdollars to be spent on further integrating and improving the schools.
But the campaign was too slick. The slogans were too cute, too catchy. There were too
many billboards, too many advertisements, too many bumper strips. The bond issue was
defeated, three to one, and the day after the election yellow buses were stoned and there
were fights in the schools. That spring a block of school board candidates campaigned
on the promise thatjane Bloom would no longer be wiLh the school disLricl if iJiey were
elected, and when they won she quit before they could fire her.
I
came in the back door as my mother and Ida were leaving. Please, .Mrs. Rloorn,
Idawhispered, please don'tscold him in frontofme. But my mother stood in front
of the doorway, shook her head sadly, and said. Why?
Why what? I said and tried to get by her, but she stepped in front of me, grabbed the
back ofmy hair, and pulled tight until I screamed.
Please, Mrs. Bloom, drive me home first. I can't stand to watch you punish the boy.
No, Ida, I want you to tell Walt what you told me.
I don't want to do that. Maybe I was wrong. I didn't mean to get the boy in trouble.
Ida, tell him.
Walter, dear, she said, Walter, honey, don'tgo getting me wrong now, butwhen I was
dusting the dining room table I thought I spied you rush real quick out the back
bedroom with your hand shut in a fist. And now your mother's good gold ring is miss-
ing.
I was gone all day. I just got back.
Where were you? my mother asked.
Riding my bike.
All day?
Yes.
But Ida saw you.
She couldn't have. I
—
Why did you take my ring, Walt?
I didn't.
Where did you hide it?
I have no idea where it is.
Walt, stop it. Ida saw you.
Ida is lying.
Ida said maybe I was right, maybe she was wrong, maybe she hadn't seen me at all,
but my mother slapped me across the mouth, pinned me against the laundry hamper
when she swung open the back door, marched out to the garage, and said, Come on,
Ida, let's go.
At the end of the first week of school we took the students on a field trip to Water
World, a zoo for fish. Parents' permission slips were sent home and returned widi
signatures that resembled children's penmanship. Buses were rented. Free passes were
obtained. Lunches were packed. The principal loaded his camera. Friday morning the
kids came dressed to kill: the boys with pressed pants, white shirts, black button-down
sweaters, and the girls with lipstick, seven-year-old girls with lipstick, and skirts and
bouncing blouses. Leah wore earrings, eye shadow, glossy white lipstick, and a tafTcta
dress down to her ankles. And all this for Water World. Imagine ifwe had taken dicm
to the opera. They stood in single file according to home room, pinned name tags to
their clothes, and boarded the buses. Leah sat next to me and asked questions: Will you
open the window? Would you like some gum? Would you please push tlie seat back?
How old are you? Do you have a girlfriend? Do you like me? Her hip was resting against
my leg. Everyone on the bus was singing Stevie Wonder and Leah sang softly into my
ear. She held my hand and squeezed tight as we walked across the parking lot to the
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turnstiles at the entrance ofWater World. We walked arm in arm, Leah and me, through
an underground tunnel Lhatwas lined on both sides with tanks of dogfish, hammerhead
sharks, skates, sawfish, deep-water spiny eels, flute mouths, sea horses, dolphins, and at
every tank Leah pressed her nose to the glass, said she was scared, asked me to hold her,
asked me to read aloud the little blurb about each fish. She gave me her lunch and stole
extra milks for me. We went to the whale show and when that blue monster flopped on
its belly and splashed waves into the balcony she buried her head into my chest to keep
dry. She bought me a Water World pennant. At the end of the day, when we were count-
ing heads, she hid so I could find her. On the bus home she fell asleep with her head
on my lap. She was seven and in heaven; she was desperately in love.
In a history course Franklin met a pretty white girl who was unintelligent but who
painted her face, wore tightjeans, and moaned at night, and Franklin liked that
I mean, who doesn't? She was so unintelligent that by comparison Franklin sounded
like W.E.B. Du Bois and he liked that, too. He dropped out of school, got engaged, and
told my family he'd be moved out by the end of the week. My mother said they could
live together in the den for as long as they wanted or needed to. They made so much
noise my mother told him maybe he was right They moved into a third floor walk-up
near an all-night convenience store. Both Franklin and Lisa had second thoughts before
the ceremony, and friends discouraged them from getting married: Franklin, because
she was so dumb ; Lisa, because he was black. But they loved each other very much and
got married nevertheless. Franklin's parents refused to drive all the way from Texas to
attend the wedding, so my parents substituted, and Lisa's parents were so overcome with
emotion they cried throughout the ceremony. The marriage was a spectacular success
until the end of the first year, when she stopped painting her face and stopped moan-
ing, and he became so bored with her that he enrolled in night courses, and the baby
was given up for adoption.
It began with one rock. We were walking home from school when one of us was hit
in the head with a rock. He clutched the back of his head and fell to the ground
while the rest of us picked up stones from the gutter and front yard landscapes and hid
behind trees. Black boys waiting for their bus home continued to throw rocks at the
white boy writhing in the street until he was able to scramble behind a tree. All the white
boys threw rocks at the black boys, while I hid my head in my hands and asked the boy
whose head was bleeding ifhe was all right The black boys came closer, calling the white
boys honkies and pussies, and throwing rocks fast enough to kill, and the white boys
kept their ground, calling them niggers and jungle bunnies and returning the rocks
until I ran into the middle of the street, waving my hands over my head and asking both
sides, please, to stop hurting each other. WTiite boys and black boys together gripped
flat, heavy rocks and nearly stoned me to death.
Saturday morning my mother picked up Ida standing proudly in front of her house,
dropped her offat the back step, opened the door, and told her to feel free about eating
whatever she could find in the cupboards and refrigerator. My family left for the day to
walk around the reservoir. My mother had packed lunch and she carried the picnic bas-
ket. My father brought his camera and a paperback book. Ellen and I held swimsuits
wrapped in towels. We weren't supposed to swim in the reservoir—there were signs to
that effect posted every fifty yards and a low fence surrounded the lake—butwe climbed
the fence and went swimming, anyway. My father took pictures of us floating on our
backs and splashing water at each other. We lay down on our towels and dried ofTin the
sun, ran in opposite directions into the hills, changed into our clothes, and joined my
parents for lunch. My mother sliced the bread, meat, and cheese, and poured tlie juice.
We walked six miles around tlic lake. My father and I skipped stones. Then we walked
slowly back to town, but when we arrived at our house we couldn't get in because my
mother wasn't able to find her keys and my father hadn't brought his. I crawled through
the basement window, calling out to Ida it wasn't a robber but only me, and let my fami-
ly in Uie front door. Ida didn't answer. My mother had left her keys in the back door;
when Ida found them, she opened the trunk of the car, opened the front and rear doors
on both sides, loaded the car until it was full, and backed out of the garage. She took
good dresses, new shoes, three hundred dollars in cash, framed paintings, old coins,
the portable television, the radio, the stainless steel set of silverware, the typewTiter, pots
and pans, cameras, and every piece ofjewelry except the gold ring, which she left shin-
ing in the sunlight on top ofmy mother's bureau.
Halfway through the summer session the principal decided to hold an open house,
so the playground was swept, walls were scrubbed, hallways were cleaned, the stu-
dents were coached. I stayed late after school, fixing the room and tacking up student
papers and drawings. I told the parents how well their children were progressing, how
much I enjoyed working with them, how confident I was they wouldn't have to stay back
when school came around in the fall. I encouraged them to read to their children, to
have their children read to them. We drank punch and coffee. We ate stale sugar
cookies. A slide show of the field trip was presented in the auditorium and at its con-
clusion the audience stood and applauded. Some were so happy they cried. An elegant
black woman with hair high as the ceiling walked toward me and said, Leah told me
about you.
You must be
—
I don't like that color slide ofLeah with her head resting on your lap. I don't like that
one bit, mister.
She was only sleeping. I assure you
—
You keep your itchy white paws away from her, you understand? You so much as touch
her and your ass is glass.
She's seven years old.
Glass, mister. Do you hear me?
Franklin continued to have trouble with mathematics, but he did well in his other
night courses, especially history, and after graduating from the junior college he
applied to the state college and was accepted. Days he went to school, nights he bussed
dishes, and after three years he earned a bachelor's degree, with distinction, in Afro-
American history. The chairman of the department asked him to pursue graduate
studies there, but he had his pick of the best schools in the country and went to the best
of the best. I, too, went to the best of the best. I was a freshman when he was writing his
dissertation on W.E.B. DuBois; I saw his name in tlic directory, called him up, told him
who I was, and he said he communicated only with members of the tliird world com-
munity.
oooo
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JOHN RODDEN
The Separate Worlds
of George Orwell
I
"Tell me thy company," says Don Quixote, "and I'll tell thee what thou art." Indeed,
in the case of George Orwell, whose romantic temper and raw-boned physique has oc-
casioned so many comparisons with the Don that critics have dubbed him "the twen-
tieth-century Quixote," the equation adds up to much more than one might suspect.
How does a man's conduct of his personal life influence his reputation? Specifically,
how did Orwell's personal behavior as a self-willed "outsider" to every group and party
help shape the reception of his work and public image? We grapple here with compli-
cated biographical questions, which chiefly involve not criticism of a writer's books but
the thorny problem of interpreting autobiography and acquaintances' testimonies.
Friends' accounts ofOrwell's personal life—and neither memoirs nor biographies of
Orwell have explored the significance of this testimony—produce striking unanimity
on two points: Orwell's company was remarkably heterogeneous and he partitioned dif-
ferent groups ofacquaintances rigidly. In virtually every instance, these observations are
delivered with a note ofwonder, because most acquaintances had no idea of the range
and variety of Orwell's contacts until years after his death. "True and good friends are
still surprised to discover whom else he knew," Bernard Crick discovered in the 1970s
when he conducted interviews for his biography, George Orwell: A Life (1980) . OrweU was
the rebel par excellence, "a permanent outsider" to every group, even to his circles of
friends, as Julian Symons has observed. Or as the last line of Crick's biography puts it:
"As odd in himself and as varied in his friends as man can be." It is a tribute, but the
odd compartm>entalizing and diversity of Orwell's relationships constitute a more com-
plex matter than the sentence implies—and one crucial to an understanding ofthe basis
of his multifaceted, confusedly politicized reputation.
II
Julian Symons, a good friend ofOrwell's from about 1944, was one of the first people
to draw attention to his practice of dividing friends into groups and then keeping the
groups apart. A onetime Trotskyist who shared Orwell's anti-Stalinist views and wrote a
moving obituary of him in Tribune, the London weekly which Orwell once edited and
for which he penned his column "As I Please," Symons opened his warm reminiscence
of Orwell in The London Magazine wi\h. the caution that Orwell, like many people, "kept
his life and friends in compartments shut off from one another. . . ,but few seal off the
compartments as fanatically as Orwell. "T.R. Fyvel, a fellow Tribunewviicr, and Anarchist
George Woodcock have seconded this opinion. Woodcock characterizes the way Orwell
segmented his groups of friends as "almost obsessive." Yet he also speaks admiringly of
Orwell's ability tojuggle different kinds of relationships, getting "everyone [to] accept
him on his own eccentric terms"—as if his aim were to keep a number of balls in the air
at once, all within what Woodcock calls "the inner Orwell circle," each ofwhich would
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bear a slightly diflerent relation to the masterjuggler and none ofwhich would collide.
"He abandoned neither family nor friends," Woodcock wrote approvingly in his critical
study, The Crystal Spirit, "but managed to keep going a surprising number of guarded
and carefully compartmentalized relationships."
[R] datively few of the many people he knew were invited to his North London
flat. He even managed to segment [his] inner Orwell circle, as one might call
it, so carefully as to keep its various strangely assorted members separated from
one another. One of his regular visitors at this time was an irascible verse-writer
who had vowed deadly hatred to me for a review I had written of his poems; Or-
well managed things so adroidy that we never met in his flat.
Surely this behavior, not commented on in print until Symons' 1963 memoir, has
contributed to the conflicting posthumous images of Orwell, which were largely
generated in the early 1950s by the writings of groups of his friends isolated from one
another. And as these divergent images developed, it became evident to Orwell's ac-
quaintances that no one—not even "true and close friends" like Symons, Woodcock,
Richard Rees, Cyril Connolly, David Astor, or Sonia Orwell had any more than a very
limited, partial view of George Orwell. Even in literary London, let alone in Burma and
Spain, different political and cultural groups of acquaintances—affiliated with the
Labour Party, Tribune, the Observer, Adelphi, Horizon, the anarchist Freedom Press,
Fitzrovia—formed radically different impressions ofOrwell, and many ofthe prominent
literary men who wrote about him did not become friendly with him until the middle
1940s. And so, in the aftermath of Orwell's anti-totalitarian 19S4 (1949) and his death
in 1950, when inflated or distorted stories about Orwell's life and politics—giving rise
to images of Orwell as a budding neoconservative or anti-socialist liberal, as "Saint
George" the puritanical Quixote or would-be Christian believer—suddenly arose a few
years later, the most that anyone felt able to say was that the images promoted by other
groups did not correspond to "my Orwell." Ironically, his distinct compartmentalizing
of the varied company which he kept generated numerous images about him and im-
peded their clarification or reconciliation. Woodcock, for example, commenting on six
critical studies of Orwell by the author's friends which appeared in the 1950s and '60s,
admits that he saw "only a facet" of Orwell, "how he responded to anarchists."
... all [six of] our books were intensely autobiographical even if tliey did not
seem so. To begin, we were motivated by a sense that we had to preserve and
transmitwhatwe knew of this haunting and remarkable and perhaps great man.
All of us included a great deal of personal recollection, and each of us, 1 tliink,
recognized that he had seen only a facet of Orwell—the facet Orwell wished
him to see—but had seen it very intensely. Each ofus tended to stress that aspect
ofOrwell'sworkwhich reflected his basic outlook: [Christopher] Hollis, for in-
stance, saw Orwell as tlic essential conservative; [John] Atkins as llie left-wing
socialist, while 1 saw how he responded to anarchists And tliough we devoted
major parts of our books to discussing what Orwell wrote, our discussion was
modified by the fact Uiat we had listened to him talking out the subjects of his
essays and the themes of his novels, so thatwe felt we knew what he meant, right
from the horse's mouth.
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One also senses in friends' posthumous memoirs of Orwell that their deep admira-
tion for him, and their tendency to rewrite him in their own images, is partly a result of
Orwell's carefully maintained distance [rom them—they wished, after they realized his
specialness ( and observed his growing reputation) that they had been closer friends
with him than they actually were. And so, a few acquaintances bridged the gulf posthu-
mously and through the printed word, aiming to cement a bond that never was.
Orwell's various groups of literary friends could only contribute to, not reconcile, the
rival images which they had produced. For Orwell had been extraordinarily successful
—
perhaps too successful for the good of his blurred posthumous reputation—at (in Ber-
nard Crick's phrase) "keep/ing/ his small worlds apart."
Ill
Why did Orwell partition his worlds? Autobiographical and biographical evidence
points to three reasons, all of them associated with Orwell's rebel stance.
First, it seems that young Eric Blair—Orwell did not adopt his pseudonym until the
age of 30—discovered that, in "sealing off his worlds, he could protect himself. In The
Road to Wigan Pier ( 1 937) Orwell says that he considered the working people his "heroes"
as a child, but when his mother discovered that he was playing with the daughter of a
plumber, "I was told to keep away." Orwell returns to this little incident at least four
times in his work, and it obviously had great significance for him as a symbol of the
English class barrier. He even scribbled a poem about his plumber's daughter while in
hospital in 1949. Instead of his "keeping away" from contact with people that his fami-
ly and "respectable" friends would not approve, however, Blair-Orwell seems to have
simply learnt to keep the two apart. Probably the practice began at prep school. Friends'
memoirs establish that young Eric seemed very different to schoolmates like Cyril Con-
nolly and neighborhood playmates like the Buddicom children. Likewise, though it may
be part polemic rather than a straightforward memoir, "Such, Such Were the Joys,"
Orwell's posthumously published essay describing the horrors of an English boarding
school, makes equally clear that Blair coped with the acutely discrepant worlds of St.
Cyprian's and his "loving" home by developing separate selves, a silent, sullenly rebel-
lious "school" self and a happy if sardonic "home" self. In "Such, Such" Orwell refers to
his stifled yet "incorruptible inner selP at St. Cyprian's. Already the quixotic young rebel
is protesting against a perceived "invasion " of the self. Apparently Blair felt that he could
not openly show his "true," iconoclastic self at school and that he could not talk nega-
tively about St. Cyprian's athome. His rebellion takes the form o[ resistance: he withholds
part of himself, keeps it secure "within."
Blair's practice became Orwell's habit. "Ifhe didn't like something," David Astor once
observed, "he just withdrew." By the time Blair arrived in Burma, he was behaving not
unlikejohn Flory in the novel BurmeseDays ( 1 934) , moving between his police colleagues
and renegade friends with their Indian wives, always feeling compelled to keep the two
worlds apart. And also apart from a third world: virtually none ofBlair's fellow policemen
seem to have known that he had a grandmother and close relatives in Burma. Back in
England in the 1930s, if reports from one girlfriend are true that Oi-well "compartmen-
talized hiswomen friends" carefully and carried on several affairs after he married Eileen
O'Shaughnessy in 1936, his structured life may also have served other purposes.
Richard Rees once characterized Orwell's dominant self-image as "the rebel Orwell."
And indeed,Orweirs compartmentalized life was a mode of rebellion—"the rebel Or-
well" in a defensive pose. Rebels not only attack but also protest, retreat, hide: this was
C)l-I
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"the rebel Orwell" as resister, recalcitrant, scditionist. Against powerful forces, the vul-
nerable "outsider to every group" may resist an "invasion"oftiie self by silence and non-
compliance. "Compartmentalization," then, can constitute a passive-aggressive mode of
rebellion, rebellion and self-restraint, self-withdrawal. One refuses to allow others to
enter into the inner sanctum of his life. In effect Orwell came to spatialize his silence
through willed isolation, "keeping to himself by keeping distant, even from his family.
A second, related reason for Orwell's tendency to partition relationships was his
temperament. Although he was a tolerant and open man on many subjects, his cast of
mind tended to label and categorize with a vengeance, and he appears to have applied
it energetically to that end in organizing his personal life. Symons, for instance, has said
that he sensed that Orwell saw him as "a Tn^un^ friend," not "a home friend"—suggest-
ing that the rigid school/home pattern ofprep school persisted into adulthood. Orwell
never even mentioned his wife Eileen's name to Symons before she died. Symons
believes that he knew Orwell as well as anyone else during Orwell's last years, and it
seems clear that Symons was at least among Orwell's closest friends. But "close" and
"friend" are perhaps misleading terms with Orwell's relationships. Acquaintances agree
that Orwell neither sought nor permitted any intimates. As Symons admits, "because of
the way in which /Orwell/ shut off the various parts of his life, nobody knew the whole
of him."
Of course, nobody knows "the whole" of another person. Nor was Orwell unique in
dividing up groups offriends; to some extentwe all do that. Whatwas unusual and needs
emphasis here is that Orwell closed the circles with such care, so much so that some ac-
quaintances were puzzled that such an apparendy "open" friend was really quite
guarded. Symons' observation on Orwell's rigid categories of "home" and ""Tribun^
friends touches on the matter, and his 1963 memoir makes clear Orwell's extreme
reticence. Symons notes that Orwell "detested people asking questions about his life
and background"—unusual in a writer whose work is so obviously autobiographical,
even in some cases confessional—and Symons and Woodcock say that they never did
ask for fear oflosing Orwell's friendship. "Home" friends like Woodcock and Fyvel (also
a Tribune coWesLgne, the lone member of both Orwell categories) have also remarked
on Orwell's "complete" and "fanatical" "reserve" about his personal affairs. Crick calls
it "abnormal." Richard Rees terms it Orwell's "pudor."
Or was Orwell's "guardedness" really another manifestation ofhisopen-mindedness?
Or just "tact"? Fyvel, Woodcock, and Symons think so, and all three have written sym-
pathetically about Orwell's strenuous efforts to keep them at a distance. To FyAel, Or-
well was "a prophet on his own,"who "rigidly wen this own way" in everything. "One did
occasionally say or hear others saying, 'I don't know what Orwell sees in X,'" Woodcock
has recalled. 'W^at he did see, almost certainly, was an interestingly individual per-
sonality." Symons told me in an interview in March, 1985:
George presented different faces to different people. I don't think he did so
quite consciously, or intentionally—he simply tended to talk to people about
things he knew would interest them. He had a good deal more tact, of a kind,
tlian is generally attributed to him. For instance, I Uiink the reason Uiat he
probably never invited me tojura was that he knew I was a pretty urban charac-
ter—I just wouldn't have made out very well up there, that's all.
And yet there seems more to it than that. Like Prufrock we all prepare faces to meet
the faces that we meet, but getting "everyone to accept him on his own terms," in
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Woodcock's phrase about Orwell, may have also served complicated literary and
psychological ends related to Onvell's self-image as a writer and rebel. This marks a third
possible factor accounting for his practice of segmenting groups of friends.
However deliberately or self-consciously Orwell lived it, his structured existence as
"outsider" to every group was a most effective stance for the writer as English
"anthropologist," in V.S. Pritchett's words, "gone native in his own country." Pritchett
was thinking of Orwell's experiences as a scullion and tramp (recounted in Down and
Out in Paris and London, 1933) and hop-picker, and his reports on the poverty of the
miners and unemployed in the North of England (related in The Road to Wigan Pier).
But the characterization also suggests the advantages for the writer as participant-wit-
ness of such a "method" of compartmentalizing his "subjects" when doing "field work."
For a compartment can also be a "room of one's own," a liberating space for self- and
social exploration. The native "anthropologist" Orwell could observe people in their
"natural" state, in the circles in which they normally lived ; and he could in turn with-
hold aspects of himself, not needing to concern himself with reconciling "mixed"
audiences' expectations of him. By making sure that members of different intellectual
groups didn't see him together in a situation, Orwell could assume different roles,
preserving or changing them as he saw fit, a freedom which would have been com-
promised had he brought a "mixed" group together. "Blair" could "experiment" more
easily with the new "George Orwell," with different versions of himself. With some
groups of friends, like Woodcock and the anarchists, Orwell apparently talked in long
monologues; other acquaintances report that he usually said little in their company.
(Bernard Crick notes that, among those who got to know Orwell not until the mid-40s
"there is the most remarkable conflict of testimony as to whether he was talkative or
silent" in their meetings.) If members of opposed literary-political groups never met in
his presence, Orwell did not need to worry himself with appearing inconsistent. Fur-
thermore, he could readily assume another identity, as he learned to do in telling his
life's story to the tramps and down-and-outs. He could revise his past in accord with the
needs of the present situation, and so achieve the "direct experience" of life for which
he hankered and from which he wrote best. "I have often been struck by how easy it is
to get people to take you for granted if you and they are really in the same boat, and
how difficult otherwise," Orwell wroteJack Common from Morocco in 1938. "[Here] I
am in the position of a tourist. The result is that it is quite impossible. . . to make any
contactwith the Arabs, whereas if I were here, say, on a gun-running expedition, I should
immediately have entree to all kinds of interesting society."
Indeed, by making separate peaces with members of various political and literary
groups, Orwell may have been groping toward his ideal of the political writer. To the
extent that it was a conscious choice, his compartmentalizing may have represented his
enacted solution to the "painful dilemma" of the relation of the writer to politics: the
split self. Note Orwell's exact words in his 1948 essay "Writers and Leviathan": the writer
"must split his life into two compartments," the "inviolate" self as "artist" and the "ordi-
nary, dirty" self as "citizen." The passage merits quoting at length:
WTien a writer engages in politics he should do so as a citizen, as a human being,
but not as a writer. . . He should make it clear [to politicians] that his writing
is a thing apart. . . he should /write/ as an individual, an outsider, at the most
an unwelcome guerilla on the flank of a regular army. . . Ifyou have to take part
in [politics]—and I think you do have to, unless you are amoured by old age
or stupidity or hypocrisy—then you also have to keep part ofyourself inviolate.
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For most people, the problem does not arise in the same form, because their
lives are split already. They are truly alive only in their leisure hours, and there
is no emotional connection between their work and their political activities.
Nor are they generally asked in the name of political loyally to debase tlicmsel-
ves as workers. The artist, and especially the writer, is asked just that—in fact,
it is the only thing that politicians ever ask of him. If he refuses, that does not
mean that he is condemned to inactivity^. One half of him, which is in a sense
the whole of him, can act as resolutely, even as violently, if need be, as anyone
else. But his writings, in so far as they have any value, will always be the product
of the saner self that stands aside, records the things that are done and admits
their necessity, but refuses to be deceived as to their true nature.
Is this argument a rationalization for Blair-Orwell's instinctive need to "resist" im-
pending "invasions" of his self? It is hard to say. Whereas young Eric sought to preserve
his "incorruptible inner self," the adult Orwell strove to guard his "inviolate" artistic self.
From Orwell's standpoint, of course, his notion of the "split self was not a half-con-
scious habit but a professional conviction. It rested on his idea of the need for a hard-
and-fast distinction between the "writer" and the "citizen." Orwell felt strongly that the
writer could and should "in times of conflict" compartmentalize his personal and public
life. It might seem "defeatist or frivolous," he admitted, but "in practice I do not see
what else he can do." The writer had to rebel against the politicizing of his calling, he
had to resist getting turned into a party hack and drifting into a despairing quietism.
And yet, added Orwell, he should also recognize that politics was not the whole of life.
Thus, especially given the climate of hatred in Left circles in the 1930s and '40s in Lon-
don, when political attitudes toward the Soviet Union and the war largely determined
and restricted personal relations, Orwell's compartmentalizing may have served a prag-
matic function: it may have been another example of his recognizing that one's choice
of friends, like one's judgments about good literature, need conform to no political
criteria. Indeed it may also have conveniendy served a tactical function: by dividing his
worlds, Orwell could, as it were, conquer them. If acquaintances were not aware of his
background and the range of his relations, he had, in effect, the upper hand, secure in
the knowledge that they did not know more about him than they let on and diat he
probably knew more about them than the reverse.Julian Symons expressed surprise on
finding out from a third party, after he and Orwell had discussed the work of Rayner
Heppenstall several times, that Orwell and Heppenstall were former roommates and
old friends. Orwell had never mentioned that he knew Heppenstall personally. Orwell's
con tact withJuan Negrin, Prime Minister of the Spanish republic during Orwell's seven
months' service with a Loyalist militia in Catalonia during the Spanish Civil War, is
another example. Exiled in England during World War II, Negrin recalled tliinking that
Orwell, during their several conversations about Spain, was an editorialist for the Lon-
don Observer v/ho had been in Spain as a reporter during tlie civil war. Whether from
modesty or secretiveness, Orwell never mentioned to Negrin Uiat he fought with the
Loyalists or had written Homage to Catalonia{l938) . By keeping his relationships
separated, therefore, Orwell could maintain his distance, always holding back impor-
tant parts of himself and therefore—as willi Symons and Negrin—never dealing from
a position of "weakness" nor allowing any betrayals.
It would be simplistic to insist, however, that Orwell calculatedly designed his life to
fulfill any of these ends. Resen'e about personal matters was a Blair family trait. Likely
Orwell's reUcence was also connected widi his tliinly-vciled assumption that "manliness"
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meant silence and distance. Some acquaintances have described Orwell as shy and
others as gregarious, but all agree that he was a man almost impossible to get to know
well. Evidently Orwell was not disposed to trust people easily; in both the humorous
sense that Malcolm Muggeridge has spoken of Orwell's Quixotism, and also in a slight-
ly paranoid sense, he was indeed always on the look out for conspiracies, suspecting
them almost everywhere. Probably this combination ofdiffidence, caution and cynicism
is what has led even admiring friends like Woodcock to wonder about Orwell's "prone-
ness to secrecy." Other friends have voiced Anthony Powell's impression that Orwell al-
ways seemed to him to be "acting a part." Powell did not mean that Orwell was a phony,
but that he left the impression of a man not quite at ease with himself, "cut off from the
world." Still others like Geoffrey Gorer report that, before Orwell met Eileen, he was "a
very lonely man," "convinced that nobody would like him"—and many acquaintances
report that he appeared the same after Eileen's death. To a large degree, as "Such, Such
Were the Joys" and "Why I Write" suggest, Blair-Orwell's quixotic isolation was self-
chosen. He was a natural loner, literally a "permanent" outsider. As a youngster, he
withdrew into a self-created private literary world; his "dream ofJura" was obviously, in
part, an adult retreat.
IV
WTiat have been the results for Orwell's reputation of his tendency to partition
groups? WTiatever his intentions, Orwell's compartmentalizing behavior, combined as
it was with his disarmingly direct personal manner with acquaintances, functioned to
promote precisely those images of himself which Orwell most cherished: the "rebel"
fumigator of "smelly little orthodoxies contending for our souls" and the plain-spoken
"common man" among highbrow intellectuals. William Phillips, co-editor of Partisan
Review, was struck with precisely Orwell's directness, with how refreshingly different Or-
well seemed from the rest of the London intelligentsia whom he met on a 1949 visit
Orwell's straightforwardness eased his movement in and out of new situations. In-
deed the very fact that he seemed to many people so forthright partly prompted the
surprise among some friends years later when they heard about his segmented life. Like
his prose, Orwell's conversation left upon acquaintances the impression of openness,
naturalness, even naivete. They had felt no urge to penetrate behind the Orwell ex-
terior. There didn't seem to be one. Symons says that one of Orvvell's chief characteris-
tics was "an utter lack offormality"whereby he "by-passed entirely [the] getting-to-know-
you procedure." Symon's remark is merely in apparent conflict with reports of Orwell's
diffidence and reserve, for Orwell talked politics and culture, not about himself. His
"getting to know you" strictly cordoned off personal discussion. (A main reason why Or-
well liked him, Symon says, was his "incuriosity" about Orwell's private life.) Orwell's
aversion to any talk about the private was bound up with his idea of intellectual integrity
and dignity: one should go one's own way, without need for explanation orjustification.
For though he may temporarily ally himself with others, a truth-seeking Quixote must
always be ready to sally forth alone—a prophet on his own, vigilantly careful about the
company he keeps.
oooo
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BILL WINE
P.S.
A ONE-ACT PLAY
CHARACTERS
JERRY, a man in his thirties.
LINDA, a woman in her thirties.
SETTING
The living room ofan apartment.
(The door to an empty apartment opens andJERRY enters the room. He is wearing
an overcoat oruer a jacket and tie, and carrying a briefcase, a newspaper, and a stack of
mail. He places the briefcase on thefloor, tosses the newspaper on a table, and carries the
stack ofmail over to an easy chair, where he sits without taking off his coat. He glances
through the stack of mail, dismissing each as ordinary and expected, until he gets to a
particular letter. A look of surprised delight crosses his face. He places the letter on the
arm of the chair and tosses the rest of the mail onto thefloor. He then stands up, takes
offhis coat, takes off his jacket, and loosens his tie. He glances down at the letter on the
arm ofthe chair. He picks up the letter, re-reads thefront and back ofthe envelope , starts
to open it, and stops. He puts the letter back on the chair arm. He exits to the kitchen,
from which the sound ofa refrigerator being opened is heard. He returns unth a bottle of
beer, which he opens as he walks back toward the chair. He looks down at the envelope
without touching it, takes a deep drink of the beer, then reaches into a drawer in a near-
by lamp table and pulls out a photograph of a woman and a young boy. He places the
picture on the table and sits down in the chair. He looks at the envelope again, takes
another drink of the beer, places the beer bottle on thefloor on a nearby table, and picks
up the envelope. Exhaling, he opens the envelope and removes severalfolded sheets of
paper. He begins to read the letter to himself.)
LINDA
(In voiceaver) DearJerry. I hope you're fine. This seemed like a good time to \vrite you
as I have some news I thought I ought to convey to you. First some background. Need-
less to say, when Ricky and I realized you had left, we were stunned and hurt. Ricky may
not be your natural son, but he had become very attached to you during tlie time you
and I lived together. The fact that he sees his father every other weekend does not in
anyway, I don't think, diminish his feelings for you. I know he loved you and felt like
a son to you...
JERRY
(Muttering to himself as he reachesfor the beer and glances at the photo)
He'll get over it.
(Takes a drink, then puts the beer down.)
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LINDA
(Voiceover) I know just what you're thinking—he'll get over it. And of course you're
right. As for me, I was so concerned getting Ricky to feel that it was not in any way his
fault that you suddenly packed up and moved out that I did not deal with my own feel-
ings about it for some time.
JERRY
(Muttering) I'll bet
LINDA
(Voiceaver) When I finally did face the fact that I felt abandoned, it was painful but
productive to admit it to myself. I have come to realize that you are and always have
been a free agent, so there is certainly no resentment being harbored on this end.
JERRY
(Shifting in the chair. Skeptically)
Oh, please.
LINDA
(Voiceover) I must say, in all honesty, that I still believe you ran away not because ofhow
little you had come to care for us, but because ofhow much. But enough of that. This
story does at least have a happy ending, which is why I am writing. I met a man. . .
(JERRY reachesfor the beer, finishes the bottle in a gulp, and puts the bottle down again.)
LINDA
(Voiceorver) His name is Stephen, and he is an account executive at a large advertising
agency. He has gotten very attached to Ricky in recent weeks, and I fmd myself very
much in love. Stephen and I are on the verge of moving in together, and I think Ricky
is very much looking forward to having an everyday father figure again. . .
(JERRY sits back in the chair, the mind having been knocked out of his sails, and rests his head
against the top of the chair. He raises the letter above his head as if to continue reading it, then
smacks it hard against the side of the chair, nearly accidently ripping it.)
JERRY
Damn!
(He raises the letter again and continues reading.)
LINDA
(Voiceaver) Anyvv'ay, I thought you'd want to know. I hope you're happy for me and for
Ricky—who sends his love, by the way—and that you're doing as well there as we are
here. Take care. Love, Linda.
(fERRY brings his arms down, then casually flips the page over to read the back.)
LINDA
(Voiceover) P.S. I wonder how you'd be feeling right now if anything in this letter were
true.
(Stunned, Jerry rereads the P.S. , glances at the photo, then stares straight ahead as the lightsfade
to black.)
4:Q
KAREN BENNETT
I Would Like All Effort to Cease
I would like to step out
from behind my personality
the way the deer emerged
from the woods tonight,
splendid and vulnerable,
the way the four o'clocks I planted
as a child knew to open
only at sunset, the way we change
languages when making love.
I would like all effort to cease
the way it does when, leaving work
late at night, I am caught unguarded
by the stars and I think amiably again
of god, released from the context of sin
and I bend over backwards
in some parking lot, wishing
on a starlight, star bright, first star
I see -mth the fervency of a kid
who believes the rhyme itself is magic,
and when it comes time
to make the wish, I am miraculously
emptied of all intention
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CLAUDE KOCH
The Hidden
Air flung white
In a billowing lattice of doves,
And down the common street
A burning bush
Removed but one degree
From the fire of Moses' touch
Pleasures me.
You say it is always thus?
A ruby pendant's flawed
Grace in the dogwood tree,
The plum-green leaves of the red
Elm's November,
Lingered upon with love
When the eyes are limber?
Wait and see.
Pray remove the masks
OfanAU Souls' Eve;
Show me the hallow'd joy
Of pigments there:
Pass through the flagrant Autumn's
Unmasking to where
By the bare Winter bones
As a matter of course
In the in-gathering white
Of a Season's death
We will hunt the individual
Havoc of bloom
To its source.
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JOSEPH FIREBAUGH
The Two Tenses of
Jean Stafford
"There is only one time, . . . and that is the past time . There is no fashion in
now or in /oTTzoTrozf because the goods have not been cut" . . . It was not that she
"rehved" her stories but that she seemed to exist in two tenses simultaneously.
—-Jean StafTord, The Catherine Wlieel
In agreeing with Jean Stafford's heroine, Katherine Congreve, that the only time is
the past, we seek to retrieve that past for its contribution to the essence of the now, for
its persistent presence in the now. It helps to bind our days each to each, as Wordsworth
put it, in a kind of definition of selfhood. First and last, oddly, we are the same beings
we always were.
Even in its details, however unimportant or absurd, the past asserts itself. Both its pet-
tiness and its gravity are within the essence of living in the here and now. Hence we stub-
bornly retain it, even in its most remote childhood vestiges.
We find this tug of the past in the novels ofJean Stafford, whose Western childhood
and adolescence was never submerged by Down East culture, Manhattan living, or in-
ternational experience. The popular culture ofher childhood, that of the 1920's, thrusts
itself forward inescapably, and she welcomes it and allows it to coalesce with the eternal
presence ofher works of art. She views it with both the amused tolerance and the scorn-
ful intolerance of the adult, rejecting neither the naivete of the child's response nor llie
inadequacy of the culture itself Its thinness, its pretentiousness, its capacity to dilute,
to deflect serious thought and feeling, excite all her scorn, but its power to influence,
to mould, to deceive, she never forgets. Trivia take their place with Truth, which they
help to compose. Victor Hugo writes in L'Homme qui Rit "ce qui etait vision dans le cer-
veau de I'enfant devient syllogism dans le cerveau de I'homme." Emerging from com-
monplace daily experience, vision becomes in the adult, if not s)llogism, a kind of
transcendent translucent understanding comparable emotionally to the tragic cathar-
sis.
Waiting for, working for, planning for the great events of life—love, success, failure,
recognition, reconciliation—^we experience coundess daily trivia. The most important
of these trivia are not the daily necessities of taking food, or caring for the body, of main-
taining some sort of physical establishment: basic as they are, these needs met are quick-
ly forgotten unless some congeries of emotion apotheosizes them, as with Proust's
madeleine. The most important trivia are those widi which we allc\iate our daily boredom.
Trifles present themselves constantly to our experience. Having brushed our teeth like
good children, what do we do next? Recite Lincoln's Gettysburg Address, as (in The
Catherine WTieel) their governess required Andrew and his sisters to do, or read the "fun-
nies," as, in The Mountain Lion, Ralph and Molly do?
Popular culture provides the counterpoint to the ground-bass of daily necessity. Im-
patient with the daily feeding and bathing and earning, we turn eagerly to whatever tri-
fles our world offers us. If they are cheap and gaudy, we don't mind. They fill our time,
alleviate our sadness, give us some hint of meaning, some moments of glee, offer a sub-
stitute for the meaning we seek without finding, the love for which we long.
Popular culture divides itself into two parts according to a status orientation socially
based. There is the cheap and vulgar culture with which the daily, weekly, monthlyjour-
nals are filled—to which television now adds its noisy contribution. Then there is the
socially acceptable popular culture, that of the privileged, who pride themselves on
liking only the best, but who find that best in the minor poets, in the lesser works of the
great poets, in the fiction ofan earlier century, or in the recently praised best-seller, and
finally in Shakespeare, more praised than read. This is popular culture masking as high
culture, social approval substituting for taste, understanding, comprehension. It is what
"everybody"—as the socially elect call themselves—likes. The sad insecurities underly-
ing the approval of this body of culture are usually neglected by those excited to rage
by "hogwash" and "soul-butter," epithets Molly Fawcett finds in Mark Twain. Jean Staf-
ford and her gawky heroine find only scorn for Mrs. Fawcett's cultural proprieties. Being
proper culturally is a kind of seeing things as one would like them to be—a keeping of
Truth at a distance—a sad deficiency masquerading as taste.
Status—or its lack—is at the root ofJean Stafford's art. Central to her work is the
sense of exclusion, accompanied by a reaching for whatever social rank or high culture
will assuage the pain endured by the excluded. Some, like Henry James's little book-
binder, Hyacinth Robinson {The Princess Casamassima) , seek it first in art and then in
violence—aborted finally in self-destruction—against the establishment of the
privileged. Sonia Marburg, the heroine of Boston Adventure, longs for inclusion, and
mole-like intrudes upon the world of privilege. Her Boston adventure is one long act of
destruction as she becomes aware of the shallovvTiess and vanity of the privileged. Molly
Fawcett, isolated by her plainness and by a certain consequent savagery of disposition,
would destroy bourgeois pretence, but is herself uselessly destroyed in the isolation of
her contempt for "hogwash and soul-butter."Andrew Shipley, in The Catherine Wheel, the
hero who belongs, aged twelve, finds himself in a hollow world, seeks friendship in a
working-class youth, and finds himself rejected because his friend idolizes a com-
monplace older brother, who could hardly be less worthy of adulation and sacrifice.
Andrew's wish to belong to a quite different world leads him to undervalue, until too
late, his spinster aunt Katherine Congreve, whose firm rejection of the ordinary has as-
sured her of a spinster's life, and whose climactic act of sacrifice for the commonplace
sailor leads to her own death.
Irony upon irony: the excellent are underestimated, bypassed, praised for the wrong
reasons, used by their inferiors in character and intelligence, left isolated or destroyed
utterly by incomprehension and falsity. All their strength and power cannot survive in
so hollow a world.
Moral chaos is seen in a cultural chaos. All times are chaotic, and the Twenties, Thir-
ties, and Forties of this century were probably no more bogged down in cultural much
than most other eras. The explosion of the popular press, however, the commercializa-
tion of everything, the raucous arrival of the phonograph and the radio and the motion
picture, created a whirlwind of impressions, intruding on all sides upon any tendency
to reflect. The reflective had to fight for their rights to reflect; and when they had won
this right, it was often to discover that in all this chaos there was no place for them.
Lowbrow or middlebrow art had littie charm for the reflective; it could scarcely be ig-
nored, being ever-present, but the reflective looked upon itwith contempt, its inferiority
altogether apparent, but paradoxically fascinating, and hence entertaining, perform-
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ingsome of the functions of high art—taking one out of oneself, relieving, even at some
expense ofvulgarity, the ennui ofexistence. And highbrow art, for all its greatness, erect-
ing barriers to its further reaches, rigorously exclusive, only increases the sense of isola-
tion. Unable to be comfortably lowbrow, or uncritically middlebrow, the isolato finds
in the highbrow culture no sure resting-place, no oasis of excellence. For when it is suc-
cessful, a tortured awareness is more frequent than classic repose. At the end is the
Catherine wheel. There are no more saints: only martyrs.
As someone has said in commenting on T.S. Eliot's "Shakespearean Rag," memories
are the waste-basket (dust-bin?) of the past. Its contents, relevant and irrelevant alike,
intrude constantly upon our present. For the creative writer, seeking to recreate a sense
of the past, there is no surer way to achieve the desired specificity than to retrieve, in all
its inconsequence, the materials of the dust-heap. Jean Stafford had a tenacious
memory. She held on to the consequential and the inconsequential alike, and made of
the irrelevant the relevant. The thickness of experience, the texture provided by the
constant intrusion of the important and the unimportant on the substance of daily life,
becomes a deep-piled fabric of perception.
A danger is that the generation which will more or less fully comprehend the rich
retrieval will soon be gone, and that if the work of art survives it will do so above a sub-
stratum offoot-noting, often incomplete and inaccurate. Shakespeare's art has sunived
this test, usually without concrete help from his contemporaries; but his contem-
poraries, one suspects, could have done his work many favors.
Jean Stafford's ironic vision is supported by a dazzling specificity. The culture and
pseudo-culture of her day underlie her work at every turn. Nor does this infrastructure
constitute merely an ambience. The specificity, while providing an atmosphere recog-
nizable only to those who have experienced it or something like it, intensifies certain
other aspects of narrative: characterization, apprehension of states of mind, the "objec-
tive correlatives" thereof.
Children of the age of Ralph and Molly Fawcett used to spend much time studying
both text and image in the comic strips, providing through profound study the anima-
tion now more raucously provided by the television set. Their absorbed appreciation of
this art of the subculturejean Stafford admirably retrieved. In a scene describing Molly's
dealing with Sunday boredom, the girl is found deriving greatjuvenile pleasure from a
cartoon in the "Out Our Way" series byJ.R. Williams, a cartoonist of the '20s and '30s.
Commonplace working-class children and their commonplace parents confound and
bemuse each other in an endless framework of insignificant and mildly amusing event:
It was very funny today. The two kids and their father were cleaning die back-
yard and getting terribly dirty. They had to pass the living room door to get
upstairs to the bathroom to wash and the mother was having company. So they
took a sheet off the line and their father said they would all get under it and it
wouldjust look like a white flash going past the door, but it didn't work because
they got mixed up and went in the door instead o[past it. She laughed for a mo-
ment and then, looking in the mirror over die sink, she said, scarcely moving
her lips, "Ha. Ha. Tee. Hee."
The naive cartoon with its message of lower-middle-class social proprieties violated
by an unmanageable fadier and children, with comic consequence, suits perfectly the
novel's picture of boisterous undisciplined children, aided and abetted by equally un-
disciplined uncle and grandfather, to the despair of die socially proper Mrs. Fawcett.
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The scene is consummately realistic: the girl's sincere amusement is at once followed
by a distancing, as she utters, before a mirror, the comic-strip shorthand for amused gig-
gling, this acknowledging the triviality of this means of alleviating Sunday afternoon
boredom. The "funnies" do it—but only briefly. "Ha. Ha. Tee. Hee." Time drags on.
Very funny.
Lacking an overriding sense of purpose, one attends to the purposeless, and, as often
as not, is bored by it. The Postmistress, Miss Runyon, "once said that she was tired of
Elmer Tuggle and his everlasting baseball mitt; Happy Hooligan was her favorite. " These
"funnies," well known in their day, now forgotten—the pre-adolescent Elmer Tuggle,
dragged down by a huge baseball glove, and Happy Hooligan, F. Opper's oddity, always
wearing a tin can on his head—^were once, in exacdy this way, subjects of conversation.
Mutt and Jeff, holding their knives and forks in their fists, upright, in a burlesque of
alert gluttony, did not escape Jean Stafford's notice, or her characters'. Children and
their elders are both likely to be bored on Sundays: bored to the extinction of the funny
papers.
Or the Sunday supplements, with their flashy reportage ofscandal, their typographic
excess, their pseudo-science, pseudo-politics, and pseudo-religion, phrased usually as
unanswerable questions, their columns of advice to the emotionally distraught, all il-
lustrated by bad photography or sometimes by elegant and entertaining pen-and-ink il-
lustration: glimpses of this sub-culture emerge often.
Ralph, bored during a train ride, tries to read Gene Stratton-Porter's Girl of the Lim-
berlost, a best-seller of the day, turns to the crossword puzzle in the Denver Post, but gives
up when he comes to "the soubriquet of Ferdinand II." A keen sense of the absurd is
caught in this episode: a youth driven to sentimental romance or to bafiling puzzles
pedantically phrased. One goes far to relieve ennui, and does not succeed. Such time-
wasting, really life-wasting impositions as romantic fiction or contrived puzzles keep
Ralph from the really agonizing great questions. While his emerging sexuality weighs
heavily upon him, the word soubriquet is flung impersonally, foolishly, in his direction
by a newspaper hack. Nothing could be more irrelevant to Ralph's state of mind than
whether, of several monarchs with the tide of Ferdinand II, the one called Bomba is
m.eanL The trivial problem cannot be solved on a train, nor in most Sunday living rooms;
and Ralphs'—or anyone's—great issues are more immediate.
The intervention of daily journalism can however be used to effect Sometimes it
provides a way of disposing of a reality by identifying it with an image. That the real,
despised, tiresome fragment ofexperience could be as easily dismissed as the ephemeral
image of the daily papers—that is surely Molly's earnest hope when she dismisses in one
sentence, Winifred, whom Ralph has just called "peachy." "Molly replied, 'She has Nell
Brinkley hair,' and said no more."
Most people not ofJean Stafford's generation will not understand the allusion. Nell
Brinkley (1886-1944) was a successful newspaper illustrator. Beginning her work for the
Denver newspapers while she was still in her teens, this mostly self-taught artistwas quick-
ly taken to New York by William Randolph Hearst, and for three or four decades there-
after her drawings of fashionable young women and their "beaux" were syndicated
throughout the United States by the Hearst organization. The plain Molly would have
brooded upon the exquisite drawings of these pretty girls, lavishly endowed with natural
curls. In her plainness, she would have felt jealousy of the attractive—"peachy"
—
Wmifred; hence to Ralph she dismisses Wmifred curtly: "She has Nell Brinkley hair:"
the implication being that Wmifred must be as ordinary and ephemeral as the Nell
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Brinkley girls in the Denver Post. Molly has the inverse snobbery of the excluded, feel-
ing keenly her exclusion.
The daily press, especially through its Sunday supplements, provided for its readers,
besides the sensations of divorce and murder, pseudo-intellectual queries, inflated by
photography and display type into learned controversy. Molly begins to write a story,
"The Mystery of the Portland Vase," inspired by an article in the Denver Post, mystery
being a favorite word in the Sunday supplements. The footnotes of history were made
to look all-important. The naive child, in her intellectual longings, was inevitably im-
pressed by full-page treatment ofsmall questions. The influence of Sunday-supplement
scholarship is seen in Molly's sudden "peculiar" question: "Do you have any opinion on
the false Armistice?" Such questions embarrass her brother Ralph; he has little sympathy
for Molly's incipient intellectualism, but she is well on her way to adolescent pedantry
—
which again sets her off from her frivolous older sisters. She becomes much attracted
to the word bourgeois, "and she used it as if it were the most venomous in the language:"
"lousy bourgeois stick-in-the-mud," thus mingling lowbrow epithet with what a half-cen-
tury later was to be called "radical chic," but which was then the language of the Left
Nevertheless she is a stylistic purist, and protests her mother's loose diction in referring
to a "house" as a "home," thus earning the rebuke of an older sister, who calls her an
"intellectual snob," as indeed she is, insofar as a girl in her teens can be.
Molly's drive towards intellectualism may partly be a defiance of the intellectual pose
of her family. They quote Longfellow's "The Children's Hour"—"the cares the infest
the day," and Holmes's "The Chambered Nautilus." Mrs. Fawcett keeps alive the
memory ofher father, who had some reputation for intellectualism because he was fond
of Tennyson's Idylls of the King, "Crossing the Bar," and even "The Brook." Molly, in a
kind of ironic emulation, quotes "The Children's Hour" as a way of getting out of the
room. Mrs. Fawcett upholds her father not only as an intellectual, but as both a success-
ful merchant and a law-abiding citizen. Unlike Grandpa Kenyon, who drinks his whis-
key neat, Mrs. Fawcett's father would take only an occasional glass of port or claret, and
would certainly not have done so after the passage of the Volstead Act. This proper
woman uses the name by which the prohibition law was often known in the early Twen-
ties, at a time when Germans were still called "Huns. "Jean Stafford remembers the lan-
guage of the times, both of adult and child. "None ofyour beeswax," a child might well
have said, as children did, thus impudently euphemizing the forbidden "none of your
business." From an adult culture in which the pretentious clerg^rnan Mr. Follansbce
presents Mrs. Fawcett with a gift book. Some Starbeams ofSolace, after Grandpa Kenyon 's
death, Molly seeks to separate herself. She does so by browsing The World Almanac, by
fantasizing herself as a salesman for The Book of Knowledge (a popular children's en-
cyclopaedia of the day), by writing poetry, a short story for Scholastic Magazine, or an ar-
ticle, "My Summer at the Bar K Ranch," for Good Housekeeping. Molly's awkward poem
"Gravel," her fantasies about publishing articles and stories, evoke all the pathos of bur-
geoning adolescent ambition.
Molly distances herselffrom the silly adult culture by reading eagerly. She tries every-
thing: Les Miserables, The Pathfinder, Bleak House—diough, as to the latter, she is chiefly
impressed by "the man who went up in spontaneous combustion from drinking too
much gin." The incidental pseudo-scientific horror interests her more than the central
horror of the law's delays. The spectacular horror intrigues her, tlie daily repeat horror
causes no surprise; is Uiis childlike, or is it characteristic of humanity? The question is
not directly posed, but arises from the reader's reflection. So with good writing: the
irony, unstated, emerges. Molly's proper mother reads aloud to Uie children such best-
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sellers asJohn Fox, Jr.'s Utile Shepherd ofKingdom Come, or such approved classics as The
Old Curiosity Shop. And she cites as evidence of Uncle Claude's precocity his reading
LomaDoong when he was a child
—
'Just a little bit ofa thing." Uncle Claude, now, during
the idle winter months on his ranch, reads such books as The Count ofMonte Cristo, Graus-
tark, and Beau Ideal. Grandpa Kenyon's lack of culture is attested, to Mrs. Fawcett's satis-
faction, by the fact that the only books he has been heard to mention are the detective
novels of the French writer Emile Gaboriau.
This hodge-podge ofcultural influences—the good, the great, the mediocre constant-
ly rubbing elbows—gives Jean Stafford's novels something of the rough irregular tex-
ture ofhomespun—a sort oflinsey-woolsey which underlies the satins and silks ofsophis-
ticated publicly acknowledged experience. What has really formed one, the real hap-
penings of existence, weave themselves into a kind ofhairshirtworn under the garments
of high fashion.
We hear gossip about Fatty Arbuckle, and our elders meet our inquisitiveness with
"Little pitchers have big ears." Knowing that she is plain, Molly would point to a mirror
and demand, "Admit that I'm prettier than Mary Pickford." The films, still in their silent
phase, offer a consummate vulgarian, or America's sweetheart, or a costumed romance
such as The Scarlet Pimpernel, to lives which really have nothing to do with such trash. Ir-
relevancies daily, hourly, impose themselves. Douglas Fairbanks and Admiral Richard
Byrd, who shared the headlines of the Twenties, seem to share also the attributes of Sir
Galahad. Adolescent girls collect photographs of the movie stars. Sonia, in Boston Ad-
venture, "had gazed, awed, at the glossy photographs, lining the walls, of Bebe Daniels,
Clara Bow, Ramon Navarro, Janet Gaynor, Richard Barthelmess, inscribed with gran-
diloquent scrolls to Betty." Sonia, as excluded servant, is thus impressed by the collec-
tion of her employer's daughter, who ironically asserts her own belonging through a
movieland iconography of beings from whom she could scarcely be more distant. Thus
the collection, as assertion of belonging, becomes an actual admission of the pangs of
exclusion which it is intended to assuage. And, ironically, Sonia feels awe.
The ukelele having suddenly taken the country by storm, one plucks at the strings of
the little instrument hearing the coarse line, "My dog has fleas," which popular culture
has provided for the melodic line one fmds there. And the activity comes to nothing,
the pretence of gay abandon which the instrument popularly implied never taking the
place of musical skill. As an exercise in relieving boredom, strumming the cheap little
instrument did litde to support the myth of flaming youth. Ennui remained.
Nor did the popular songs of the day help much. For Ralph, in his distressed ig-
norance of early adolescence, "The Sweetheart of Sigma Chi," heard from a distant
ballroom of the Brown Palace Hotel in Denver, leads him to fantasies of dancers 'Svith
their eyes closed, . . . the smell of the girls' perfumed hair and of the boys' breath sweet
with gin," and makes him "tremble like a tree." The next day, on the train, Ralph tries
to renew his rapture by recalling "Glow Worm," "Sleepy Time Gal," and "I'm Looking
Over a Four Leaf Clover," which the jazz band had played. They do nothing for him:
they are the mere confetti of existence, bombarding him with a kind of mockery of in-
effable longing. The futility of the popular song occurs also in The Catherine Wheel, when
"The Sunny Side of the Street" is played on a Victrola in the maid's room; nor are the
art songs of the day more effective, when Katherine sings "The Song of the Volga Boat-
men" in a "stylish" contralto, or when the man of all work sings "Santa Lucia" as he puts
dust covers on the furniture. In Boston Adventure, the arriviste family for whom Sonia
works allows the radio to play "dinner" music—"Roses of Picardy," 'The Bells of St.
Mary's," and "The Blue Danube"—as they dine. Filling the atmosphere, making no
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sense, such effusions do nothing to explain the senseless world. Indeed, liuir ines-
capable presence trivializes painfully any supposed meaning.
The pure silliness ofwhat passes for wit and humor in popular culture sticks in one's
memory even while it makes one shrink with embarrassment: embarrassment tliat we,
intelligent human beings, could ever have found amusement in the flights of human
inventiveness which could name a cottage "Dew Drop Inn," a doghouse "Dun Rovin,"
or employ an archaic possessive, "Jennie Wren, Her House" for a birdhouse. For our
onetime selves we blush, aswe might for the inveterate punster who cannot resist making
even the most poindess pun. We are however the very beings who in our former best
moments subscribed to TheAmerican Boy, belonged to a Boy Scout troop and looked for-
ward to a knot-tying competition at next year'sJamboree, and read stories about dogs
by Albert Payson Terhune, The Boy Scouts in Arizona, or The Motor Boat Boys.
As children we played the games of "Run-Sheep-Run" or "Kick-the-Can," physically
active fun which we can enjoy retrospectively, or "Mumbly-Peg," which required more
skill. But we also took delight in the Game of Dead Horse, of which the final line, "I
eight it," disgusted, to our shrieking delight, our elders. A joke Molly finds worth
transcribing in her diary because it made her laugh "for the first time in a month of
Sundays," is this:
You call someone up on the telephone and say, "Are you the lady who washes?"
and the other person says, "No," so you say, "Why, you dirty thing," and hang
up.
This excellent witticism once circulated in all the schools and summer camps of the
young,who can now hardlybear remembering it. And ourjuvenile locutions, kids' slang,
recur to us now to our shame. Once we actually said "accidently on purpose" and con-
cluded statements with "—or isn't it?" Or, in signing high-school yearbooks we defied
the Palmer method (of penmanship—there was also a Spencerian) and instead chose
"... purple ink and brown and green, with rococo capitals and luxurious serifs; the 'i's'
were dotted with loops and the 't's' were crossed with unfurling banners." The urge to
assert one's distinction, here flagrantly displayed in adolescent penmanship, haunts one
years later as disillusion replaces illusion. Jean Stafford's choice of an epigraph from
T.S. Eliot's "Murder in the Cathedral" for The Catherine WTieel shows how constantly she
was confronted, in her mind's eye, by such evidence.
Man's life is a cheat and a disappointment.
All things are unreal.
Unreal or disappointing:
The Catherine WTieel, the pantomime cat.
The prizes given at tlie children's party.
The prize awarded for the English Essay,
The scholar's degree, the statesman's decoration.
All things become less real, man passes
from unreality to unreality.
And when we are first moved to put away childish things, in our reading, we flounder,
as Nathan Kadish did, with lives of Napoleon, the Waverley novels, or Quo Vadis. Not al-
ways are we as fortunate as Andrew, in finding Life on the Mississif^pi, or in reading The
Return of the Native. We are more likely to discover the mannered sophistication of
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George Moore's Confessions ofa YoungMan and long to be, as Sonia does, like Moore, a
"great, confident pagan egoist." Sonia, in her efforts to understand a popular phrase,
borrows HenryJames's novel, TheAwkward Age, from the public library; but that highly
wrought product of the master's late style she fmds impenetrable: "After a tormenting
evening of poring over the completely unintelligible sentences of the novel, I returned
it early in the morning of the next day." Accounts of the youthful struggle to read at the
peak of adult literary attainment offer few incidents as ironic as this: the awkward age,
in person, endeavoring to comprehend The Awkward Age as seen from adult heights;
and, as in James's fine novel, Nanda Brookenham's awareness had more integrity than
her mother's concern, Sonia's thwarted efforts surpass the adult culture thatwould urge
upon her The Atlantic Monthly or Emerson's "Self-Reliance," name its textbooks Litera-
ture and Life, quote interminably Poor Richard and The Autocrat of the Breakfast Table, or
provide a nightly reading from The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire.
Adolescent rebellion balances uneasily on the tightrope between a search for under-
standing and a contempt for complacency. Kipling's "If hangs on schoolroom walls,
where the art displayed is a picture of Sir Galahad, or 'The Stag at Eve" or "The Rape
of the Sabine Women." It is hardly surprising that amid such an admixture of cultural
artifact, Sonia makes a ludicrous mistake: asked to read for her "civics" class The
Americanization ofEdward Bok, she reads instead The Education ofHenry Adams. Ironical-
ly, she substitutes for an autobiography filled with ambitious acceptance of the new
world and the progressive ideology, a classic of mature disillusion far beyond her years,
but not, as we know, beyond her experience. The world into which Jean Stafford was
bom—and Sonia Marburg and Andrew Shipley and Molly and Ralph Fawcett (and those
who read about them)—^was a world torn between fin-de-siecle pessimism and progres-
sive ebullience, between poverty and exclusion and privileged pride of place.
The excluded had to make a choice, when one was at all open to them. Some chose
radical politics, as Nathan Kadish did; butJean Stafford, for her generation, remained
in her fiction astonishingly apolitical. Hider and Mussolini are mentioned, and Hard-
ing for his silk hat. But what goes on in Jean Stafford's fiction is far beyond the reach
of political or social reform, grounded though it is in a functioning discriminatory so-
cial and economic system. This system she resents, scorns, impales; but it is a given, like
the weather, to be hated, and sheltered from in the cave of one's being. Under-
privileged, she is closer to the privileged Henry Adams than to the upward mobile Ed-
ward Bok; but she must attain the privilege, the status ofMiss Pride or of Katherine Con-
greve, before she can see how little it comes to. Being excluded is difficult, but belong-
ing is not especially wonderful. It is likely to end, all of it, in impotent self-sacrifice, in
the fiery whirl of the Catherine wheel. The tired world of the decadent, the ambitious
world of the arriviste, end in a savage whirl.
In the meantime, while all this is being prepared, the world is mindlessly battered by
a firestorm of commercial trash. Competitive enterprise substitutes real needs with "felt
needs" and buries in the confetti of trade-marks the frequent agonies or rare joys of
daily existence. Advertisers push upon living men and women certain specious iden-
tities which are intended to help them to "see the world as the world's not" Ranchers
on a train in Colorado drink their whiskey from Lily cups. Sloan's Liniment assuages
pain; a "Luden's cough drop, fuzzy with lint," is found in a coat-pocket; the Watkins man
peddles door-to-door his spices and extracts; the Fuller brush man offers his "free gift;"
a perfume is named for Ben Hur, the popular novel, play, movie; children "send away"
for samples of Cashmere Bouquet toilet soap or Colgate's shaving soap; young people
seek to beautify themselves with Armand's talcum powder, Hinds Honey and Almond
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Cream, Daggett and Ramsdell's "vanishing cream," and Glostora shampoo. People cat
Baby Ruth candy bars. Cracker Jack, and Walnettos; they drink Moxies, Coca-Cola,
Orange Crush, or Ovaltine, or, if particularly depraved, order "a package of Luckies and
an ammonia coke;" an uncle smokes Bull Durham tobacco. Breakfast cereals such as
PostToasties are a subject of conversation, and a follower of Dr. Kellogg, a nutritionist
who became a cereal tycoon, makes synthetic hamburgers with Grape-Nuts and imita-
tion calves-foot jelly. The floor in a working-class home is covered with a "flcjral-pat-
terned Congoleum," a souvenir sofa-pillow from the Garden of the Gods ornaments a
Western sitting-room, and a Buddha incense-burner finds its place in an upper-middle-
class decor. Mothersill's is the seasickness remedy in those pre-Dramamine days, and
Prang's non-poisonous watercolors are available to the young artist. Sensible shoes are
trade-marked "Ground Grippers." Catalogs from L.L. Bean and MontgomeryWard offer
themselves for idle perusal, and we find the pre-adolescent Andrew Shipley "bridling
with indignation at the pictures ofcorsets." With the phrase, "bridling with indignation,"
Jean Stafford sees into the heart of the somewhat romantic Puritanism of the young boy,
which parallels Molly Fawcett's recoil from knowledge of sexual fact. Juvenile emotion-
al turmoil could hardly be more successfully or more economically rendered. And while
their children are thus perturbed, their elders concern themselves with automobiles:
the "tall green Reo," the "beloved Pierce-Arrow," or the "Willys-Knight;" as to the latter,
Mrs. Fawcett worries whether it is still fashionable.
Amid the commercial turbulence which this welter oftrade-names pro\ides, tradition
dies easily. At eleven o'clock every Sunday morning
the descendants of believers and a few believers gathered sociably before Em-
manuel and Trinity, the furred issue of limousines offering to each other hands
in gloves, white even in the winter, or a caress that serves as a kiss in these days
ofso many colds and "catching coughs," but was rather a light pressure ofcheek
against cheek.
The furred owners of fashionable limousines, as well as "that racing fellow, Barney
Oldfield," have together helped create an ambience in which there are more descen-
dants of believers than believers: in which fashion is belief, and die commercial slogan
or "logo" is the only solidity: "Be nonchalant—light a Murad." Reality becomes social
poise. Competition becomes "a cardinal virtue, indispensable to American, Epis-
copalian men."
Excellent literature, classics half-apprehended but seen as symbols of social status,
cheap best-sellers, second-rate art badly reproduced, journalistic sensation combining
scandal and pseudo-intellectualism, comic papers and seductive illustration, slogans and
"logos"—through this cultural and commercial clutter we make our uncertain way, res-
cuing from a whirlwind of irrelevant influence authentic experience, genuine apprecia-
tion, and sometimes perhaps comprehension. Katlierine Congrcve grows a water-lily in
a milk-glass cuspidor, thus beautifying a vessel ofvulgar utility, dignif>ing "the profane
vessel" in a kind of denial of the ugly past of the human race. But she can do just so
much—all her splendid construct ends in a Cadierine wheel of senseless sacrifice. From
the welter of nonsense, what survives is apprehended in the heightened sensitivity of
grief and loss. It has something to do with love, but more, perhaps, with art, which is
made to emerge from cluttered irrelevancy.
oooo
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P. SREENIVASA RAO
ToJ—With Thanks
To a few and oh! so far between
it's given
—
the privilege and the power to straighten
life bent out of shape.
To shape, sharpen and resurrect
No light flashes to the seeing blind.
And I saw none.
No music plays for the hearing deaf.
And I heard none.
No life stirs to the moving dead.
And I felt none.
Lightning—not candle light,
rumbling magical roars—not the still sad music,
shocks—no tender taps,
I needed. I needed. I needed.
You brightened blindingly
—
and I regained my sight.
You played your magic deafeningly
—
and I heard, I heard, I heard.
You quickened shockingly
and I stirred, I stirred, I stirred.
I became live again.
And surely God blesses
those, oh! the few of them
to whom it is given
—
the privilege and the power
to act firmly
—
with force, with love
to render the broken heart intact.
To resurrect
To administer the sea-change.
And surely the world sings its special hymn
to them!
I do. I do. I do. And often!
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Paul Kennedy
The Rise and Fall
of the Great Powers
New York: Random House, 1987. 677 pp.
Reviewed by
Harold C. Hinton
Paul Kennedy is a young British historian now
teaching at Yale. His earlier studies of
Britain's decline has prepared him well for
this ambitious and impressive analysis of the
problems and vulnerabilities of all the
modern powers, the United States con-
spicuously included.
Kennedy's central thesis is obvious and un-
original—although often overlooked by
statesmen. But it is important, as shown by the
widespread attention the book has attracted.
Let him state it in his own words (p. 439)
.
The argument in this book has been
that there exists a dynamic for change,
driven chiefly by economic and tech-
nological developments, which then
impact upon social structures, political
systems, military power, and the posi-
tions[s] of individual states and em-
pires. The speed of this global
economic change has not been a
uniform one, . . .
The second major argument of this book has
been that this uneven pace of economic
growth has had crucial long-term impacts
upon the relative military power and strategi-
cal position [s] ofthe members ofthe state sys-
tem. . . .all of the major shifts in the world's
military power balances have followed altera-
tions in the productiveh?i\2Lnccs; . . . in . . . die
major Great Power wars, . . .victory has always
gone to the side with the greatest material
resources. [Emphasis in original]
The core of the book consists of a detailed
and informative analysis of the economic and
strategic interaction among the modern
great powers or would-be great powers, begin-
ning with the Ilabsburgs. The story centers
on the European continent but naturally in-
cludes also the "flank" states—Britain, Russia,
the United States, Japan, and China (a once
and potential future power). The author pays
some secondary attention to such conven-
tional themes of political history as states-
manship and diplomacy.
According to Kennedy, no nation remains
top dog indefinitely, just as not every nation
has the human and material resources to be-
come top dog. The two main driving forces
of changes in comparative position among
powers are economic and technological
developments on the one hand and war on
the other. Nothing is more conducive to
"overstretch," as Kennedy calls it, (a sig-
nificant disproportion between ends and
means) than preparing for war and waging
war. The outcome of overcommitment
("overstretch") is likely to be defeat in vs-ar,
and possibly the destruction of die state.
Kennedy discusses the positions of tlie five
major powers: China, Japan, the EEC, the
Soviet Union, and the United States (in his
order). He calls this analysis speculation
rather than history; so it is, perhaps, but it
holds central importance bodi for his argu-
ment and for Uic rest of us.
If a work on modern history does not help to
explain die present, or does not at least track
witli die present as generally perceived and
experienced, it is not likely to be sound as his-
tory.
Kennedy takes China seriously as a potential
great power, though he concedes its obvious
weaknesses and limitations. He bases this as-
sessment largely on the hopes and plans for
future economic growth that have been ex-
pressed by China's leaders, notably Deng
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Xiaoping. This is indeed speculation, and cur-
rent evidence suggests that the Chinese mod-
ernization program is in considerable trouble.
Its foundation, agriculture, , which for several
years appeared to be doing well, has very
recently become an object of serious concern
on the part of the leadership in Beijing. The
fact that they do not seriously contemplate sig-
nificant political—as distinct from
economic—reform, or liberalization, is likely
to be a major drag on China's overall develop-
ment.
Kennedy is understandably impressed by the
phenomenal performance of the Japanese
economy of the past three decades and
foresees a continuing future role for Japan as
an economic superpower. Although he refers
to some weaknesses in this picture, he probab-
ly does not assign them sufficient weight.
Among them may be mentioned an aging
population, an educational system uncon-
ducive to original thinking, and a rising con-
sumerism This rise is fueled by the strong yen,
a cumulative massive underinvestment in so-
cial infrastructure, and the recent introduc-
tion ofa tax on personal savings. Kennedy does
point outjapan's vulnerability to adverse shifts
in the international environment, especially of
course in the Pacific.
As for the EEC, Kennedy righdy fmds its enor-
mous potential dissipated by disunity at all
levels, as well as by the debilitating overhang of
the Soviet threat. He tentatively predicts that
Western Europe's relative decline will con-
tinue.
Kennedy justifiably belabors the Soviet Union
for its well known demographic and economic
weaknesses and for the disproportionate bur-
den of its colossal military budget. He seems to
doubt that the Soviet Union, any more than its
tsarist predecessor, could fight a prolonged
major war without a serious risk of collapse.
Moscow's track record suggests agreement
with this suspicion. On the other hand, Ken-
nedy appears to pay too little attention to the
oppressive character of the Soviet political sys-
tem. Its leaders need to rationalize, or at least
prettify, their owti power by seeking repeated,
if largely illusory, foreign policy gains. The lat-
ter explains the Soviet Unions's role as the
world's troublemaker-in-chief. Gorbachev
would like to change much of this, but there is
considerable uncertainty whether he can suc-
ceed.
Kennedy believes that the United States is
"overstretched" and at least for the time being
in a "relative decline," in comparison with
Japan. The case for this and similar views held
by others is well known and powerful. It is dis-
tressing, however, to find a foreign scholarwho
has chosen to live and work in the United
States adopting the ill-digested views of the
American left on important aspects of the
recent history of the United States. For ex-
ample, he tends to "mirror image" American
and Soviet responsibility for, and behavior in,
the early Cold War. An objective look clearly
shows the United States as interested in
rebuilding, not dominating, the world in the
aftermath of the war, and the Soviet Union as
interested not only in assuring its own security
(from a purely theoretical American threat)
but in making trouble wherever and whenever
possible. Kennedy sees the American military
intervention in Vietnam not only as a tragedy,
which of course it was (or at any rate became),
but as a defeat, which it was not in the military
sense. The United States withdrew unbeaten
from Vietnam because its leaders chose not to
continue paying the price of involvement, part
of which was facing opposition from intellec-
tuals in the United States and Europe sharing
Kennedy's views. The cost of American dis-
engagement is Vietnam's postwar tragedy: the
boat people, the economic disaster, etc, about
which American liberals generally could not
care less.
As the eminent Rand economist Charles Wolf
has pointed out (in the Wall StreetJournal, May
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12, 1988), the United States has ahvays had its
problems at home and abroad, even when
American power was supposedly at its zenith,
and the reports of recent American decline
may resemble those of Mark Twain's death. If
its economy has grown less rapidly than those
of the Pacific Rim countries, it has grown faster
than those of nearly everybody else. Its share
of the world's gross national product—22-24
percent—has remained fairly stable and
promises to remain so. Its international pres-
tige and influence, while by no means over-
whelming, are still substantial, and still more
important are generally constructive. The
United States has made a significant (if in-
direct) contribution to a number of encourag-
ing recent developments in other countries,
such as the trend toward democratization in
the Philippines and South Korea and the Sovet
decision to withdraw from Afghanistan.
Kennedy's work is based not only on careful
thought but on a great deal of research, which
is reflected in the notes and bibliography. Here
and there, in areas relatively remote from his
expertise, there are weaknesses: the sources he
cites on the Sino-Soviet dispute, one of the
most important international developments of
recent decades, for example, are far from
being the best available.
This is an important and valuable book; it
should not be treated as a sacred text.
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Samuel Hynes
Flights ofPassage
New York and Annapolis: Frederick C. Beil and
the Naval Institute Press, , 1988. 270 pp.
Reviewed by
John Keenan
Even ifyou never got closer than ajohn Wayne
movie to the War in the Pacific, this is a book
to be read and savored. Subtitled "Rcficctions
of a World War II Aviator," the book recounts
Samuel Hynes's experience of growing into
manhood with flight school and the war as his
rites of passage.
"I have tried to tell it with the voice ofthe young
man who lived it, and to see it with his eyes, and
not to impose upon it the revisionary wisdom
of age," Hynes writes in his preface. While he
has successfully restrained any tendency to
revise experience, Hynes has taken advantage
of the lifetime of teaching and writing since
those war years to understand that experience
and to develop a style adequate to the expres-
sion of it. He now has the power of language
as well as the sensitivity needed to dojustice to
the total experience.
Sam Hynes was 18 when he left Minnesota to
attend a Navy flight school. "We were all yokels.
For many of us it was the first time away from
home, the first time out of the home state, the
first time in a Pullman car." When the war
ended, he was married, decorated, and an ex-
pert Marine flier who had seen his friends die
and who had himself survived. A central chap-
ter in the life of a generation had been com-
pleted. "It was all over now, we were at the end
of an adventure; we had become men wiUi
families and responsibilities and futures."
This memoir reads like a novel—one written
by a very talented novelist The dialogue is per-
fect, the details sharp and clear. The tone is
straightforward and understated with the
drama growing out of events and people
remembered and described with stunning ac-
curacy. You come away from reading tliis book
remembering what it was like to have to grow
up. And you respect those whose rites of pas-
sage were flights of passage through the inten-
sified reality of war. (A sequence from this
book first appeared in Four Quarters in Novem-
ber, 1963. At the time we published it as a short
story called "A Few Words About Dying.")
OOOO
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CHARLES EDWARD EATON
The Pistol
It picks up blue glints lying on velvet,
Shown as if it were a family treasure,
Wiped clean of prints, of course, no smell of smoke.
Reduced icon of the house's howitzer,
The quarrels, the oaths, the cannon in the mouth.
In the old romances it could be found
In the greenhouse hidden under potted palm.
Oranges, hothouse fruit, the only ordnance,
Still pent, tumid, explosive-looking.
As if even a titter might set them off.
If happiness is a flourishing, hold
Your fu-e, stash the gun in a casual place
As though it could hear all the asides
Of sumptuousness—this will teach you to be
One of life's rich experts in vocalise.
Still, someone remembers horsehair sofas,
How they scratched the bottom even through silk,
How the lover left his drop of semen.
And one sometimes saw a hummocked weeping,
The girl, head on folded arms, hitched-up knees.
Yet, I like to walk here under the glaze
Smelling the exquisite fragrance in season.
The pistol at last pointed at no one,
The velvet removed, just the blue glow left,
Ignis fatuus of the fatal spurt.
The hand can even reach into the palm.
Fondle the metal with no one looking.
Hold back the urge to use the orange as shot-put.
The entranced whirl, the sharp, dazzling fragments.
The daze of longing for a sharp report.
I pause and ponder all the blue postscripts,
How much is spoken before the guns go off.
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Out of the Mouths of . . .
Students
Who was sorry the Prodigal Son returned
home? The fattened calf.
—Student Pragmatist
There is always the possibility that false facts
may appear which will change the com-
plexion of the situation.
—Student Politician
After all everyone is a human bean.
—Student Humanitarian
Matrimony is a place where souls suffer for a
while for their sins.
—Student Theologian
oooo
BERNARD NORLING
The World
According to Blue Books
(For many years, Bernard Norling, retired
Professor ofHistory at Notre Dame, has been
collecting the choice wisdom found in
students' examination blue books . Other in-
structors have shared with him some of the
gems that appeared on their students' papers
and examinations. Here then is a capsule ver-
sion of history as digested by certain students
and preserved for us by Professor Norling and
his associates.)
The Greeks
The Greeks came first. They were great
thinkers and they didn'tjust sit back and just
exist they wanted to know why they existed
but when they found out they didn't do to
much about it.
The Greeks also produced Thucydidcs,
which is an analysis of body politics, and the
playwright Sophocles who wrote Oedipus Ilex.
Oedipus killed his real father, then married
his real mother. That's called incense.
The Greeks osterized the people they
thought were dangerous. Perhaps the worst
catastrophe in Greek history occurred in 430
BC when the Black Death whipped out the
population of Athens.
The Romans
Julius Caesar ruled Rome with a stiff hand
and extinguished himself in Gaul though it is
also true that numerous times he let defeat
slip away.
The firstsolidemperorwasAugustuswho soft
soaped the people with food. Everything
filled into a clog in the Roman way.
Alas! Rome began to decline. The Romans
were over-extended and had nowhere to ex-
tend to, or rather they could extend no fur-
ther.
People were becoming increasingly localized
and a great mob had generated in the city. No
longer did civilians bare arms. Everywhere
people displayed a fer%'or for indifference
toward the policies of tlie government.
The most vexing of all Diocletian's problems
was religion. He became obsessed with stamp-
ing out the Christians, who were always in his
hair. By 476 Uie decline of llie Roman Empire
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had reached its peak.
Early Christianity
The new religion had its roots in the apostles
and their wives, the epistles. One of its most at-
tractive doctrines was that a man can have only
one wife. This is called monotony. Thus Chris-
tianity offered a solution to many people. It
had something to shoot for after death; it gave
the people some meat to sink their hooks in.
Soon the pope, who lived in an empt)' space
called the Vacuum, became the soul power in
the West. Rome was gradually considered St
Peter's direct descendant
The Dark Ages
For centuries the Germans had never attacked
the empire in one fell swoop but leaked in bit
by bit. Following Adrianople though they be-
came pressurized by the Huns from the east
and began to seep in on the north and impreg-
nate the provinces.
All that redeemed the Dark Ages were the
monasteries. The monasteries of St. Benedict
populated Europe while, centuries later, Wil-
liam the Conquerer started an epidemic of
Cluniac monasteries. The monasteries led
hard, clean, honest lives as a rule.
At'iheccmpanv
party, Myrs bad
hoped she \fJou(d
-rindllymeet^ome-
on£r ci^ could
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KAREN BENNETT, a Philadelphia jour-
nalist and La Salle graduate, first
published her poetry here while an un-
dergraduate. Her poems have since ap-
peared in many other publications.
DANIEL BURKE, ESC, President
Emeritus, Professor of English, Director
of La Salle's Art Museum, says that he is
"an occasional poet, the occasions being
mostly greeting cards these days." He has
published a collection ofpoems, many ar-
ticles, and is currently working on a book
of literary criticism dealing with classic
short stories.
CHARLES EDWARD EATON has ap-
peared regularly in this magazine since
its earliest days. His tenth collection, New
and Selected Poems, was published recent-
JOSEPH FIREBAUGH was a 1936
classmate ofjean Stafford's at the Univer-
sity of Colorado. He is now Professor
Emeritus of English at the University of
Michigan-Flint. Professor Firebaugh con-
tributed to Four Quarters' special
Thornton Wilder issue in 1967 and we
are happy to welcome him back to these
pages after too long an absence.
CLAUDE KOCH has published four
novels and countless short stories and
poems. He has more recently turned his
talents to WTiting plays. His play, Mother,
was produced by the Drama Guild at the
Annenberg Center in Philadelphia last
year.
HAROLD C. HINTON directs the In-
stitute for Sino-Soviet Studies at The
George Washington University in
Washington, D.C. He is the author of
numerous articles and books on interna-
tional affairs.
JOHN KEENAN is Professor of English at
La Salle and author of two books on writ-
ing. He is presently on his second go-
round as editor oi Four Quarters, having
served from 1970 to 1977.
DAVID McSHANE is a 1988 graduate of
La Salle. A biology major and the class
valedictorian, he is now freelancing as an
artist and planning to further his art
studies.
BARRIE MAGUIRE spent 15 years as an
advertising Art Director in Philadelphia,
New York, and Chicago. Now he's his
own boss, freelancing as wTiter, car-
toonist, and book designer. His first
book. Custody of Dad, was published in
1987 by Andrews, McMeel and Parker.
BARBARA C. MILLARD, Professor of
English and, most recently, President of
the Faculty Senate at La Salle, has
published in both areas of her scholarlv
interests: Renaissance and American
literature.
Professor BERN.\RD NORLING retired
after 30 years of teaching modern
European history at the Unaiversity of
Notre Dame. He is the author of a num-
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ber of highly praised books, including
Toward a Better Understanding ofHistory.
JOYCE CAROL OATES was nominated for
the Nobel Prize in literature this year.
Known primarily as a distinguished
novelist, she has also been honored for her
work in the short story, the form in which
she first established her reputation as a
WTiter. Her publications have also in-
cluded books of poetry and non-fiction.
Her new novel, American Appetites, will ap-
pear in January, 1989.
JOHN OVERMYER, a former design direc-
tor for Hallmark in Colorado Springs, now
lives and works in Philadelphia as a free-
lance illustrator. He and his friend of
many years, Barrie Maguire, are making
their co-debut in these pages with "Mac."
RAYMOND J. PENTZELL, another alum-
nus, now heads the Humanities Divison at
Hillsdale College. He has published dis-
tinguished drama cridcism, and is now
returning to his early love of cartooning.
His recent work, as seen in these pages,
reveals a mysterious fascination with
animals who carry their young in pockets.
We confess to having encouraged him in
his explorations of the far, far side.
R SREENIVASA RAO is an Assistant
Professor of English at La Salle. As a poet
and a translator,he has published work in
his native India and in this country. The
present poem represents his second ap-
pearance in these pages.
JOHN RODDEN did his undergraduate
work at La Salle and completed the Ph.D.
at the University of Virginia, where he now
teaches in the Department ofRhetoric and
Communication. His book on George Or-
well will be published by Oxford University
Press in 1989. The present article is ex-
cerpted from that work.
DAVID SHIELDS' new novel, Dead Lan-
guages, is being published by Knopf in
1989. His first novel, Heroes, published by
Simon and Schuster in 1984, is being reis-
sued in paperback later this year by Dell.
He has also published stories and essays in
The Quarterly, The Iowa Review, Chicaco
Review, 2indJamesJoyce Quarterly.
DANIEL JAMES SUNDAHL is Associate
Professor ofEnglish at Hillsdale College in
Michigan. His essays and poems have ap-
peared in a number of quarterlies and
journals, including New Letters, Writers'
Forum, Southern Studies, and The Markham
Review.
BILLWINE is an Associate Professor in the
Department of Communication at La
Salle. His produced plays include Tenure,
Jolts, and Alter Ego. Aran Press recently
published two of his one-act plays. Shrink!
and Deficit.
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AUTHOR INDEX TO VOLUMES 1-
2, SECOND SERIES
POEMS
Bennett, Karen. I would like all effort to
cease. 2:2 (F88),43.
Broughton, T. Alan. Losing Argument. 1:1
(W87).57.
Burke, Daniel, FSC. Christmas Cards. 2:2 (F
88), 23.
Burke, Daniel, FSC. The Writing Teacher.
1:1 (W87),59.
Corn, Alfred. Nina at the Phoenix Park Zoo.
1:1 (W87),8.
Corn, Alfred. Stephen Dedalus: Self Portrait
as a Young Man. 1:1 (W87),8.
Curtis, David F Galilean Sonnets. 2:1 (S88),
62.
Curtis, David F. Parasite. 2:1 (S88),61.
Eaton, Charles Edward. The Pistol. 2:2 (F88),
59.
Hollander,John. Inviting a Friend to Lunch.
1:1 (W87),22.
Hollander, John. The Noisy Neighbor. 1:1
(W87),21.
Ignatow, David. Aesthetics I, II, III. 1:2 (F
87), 52.
Ignatow, David. To the Poets. 1:2 (F 87), 53.
Kennedy, X.J. Pileup. 1:2 (F 87), 26.
Koch, Claude. The Hidden. 2:2 (F 88), 44.
Kroll, Ernest. Gender Abuse. 2:2 (F 88), 33.
McClatchyJ.D. An Old Song Ended. 2:1 (S
88), 43.
McGuckian, Medbh. Amelia. 1:2 (F 87), 58.
Meredith, Joseph. Belfield, October, Early
Morning. 1:2 (F87),46.
Meredith, Joseph. Making Ends Meet. 1:2 (F
87), 45-46.
Meredith, Joseph. The Glass Cutter. 1:1 (\V
87), 28.
Merrill,James. Menu. 1:1 (W87), 19.
O'Donnell, Hugh. Erosion at Spanish Point.
2:1 (S88),48.
O'Donnell, Hugh. Gardening in May. 2:1 (S
88), 49.
Oates, Joyce Carol. Haunted. 2:1 (S88),13.
Oates, Joyce Carol. Recurring Dream of
Childhood. 1:1 (W 87), 9-10.
Oates, Joyce Carol. Terror of Flying. 1:1 (\V
87), 10.
Oates,Joyce Carol. The Convalescent. 1:2 (F
87), 14.
Rao, R Sreenivasa. ToJ.-With Thanks. 2:2 (F
88) 54
Slavitt, David R. Circus Costumes. 2:1 (S88),
53.
Strong, Eidine. Dublin Bay. 1:2 (F 87) ,59.
Sundahl, Daniel James. A Change of
Climate. 2:2 (F88),24.
Westerfield, Nancy G. Bro. 1:1 (W87),60.
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Broughton, T. Alan. Reunion. 1:1 (\V87),
30-34.
Goldberg, Lester. Thirteen Aslor Place. 2:1
(S 88), 31-42.
Herman, Ellen. Dennis. 2:1 (S 88), 14-20.
Koch, Claude. Po. 1:1 (\V 87), 4046.
O'Hallurain, Seamus. Eccentrics All. 2:1 (S
88), 44-47.
Oates,Joyce Carol. Mystery. 2:2 (F 88), 9-16.
Schumacher,Julie. Conversations Nsith Killer.
1:2 (F87), 33-44.
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Shepherd, Allen. Independently Blue. 1:2 (F
87), 28-32.
Shields, David. The War on Poverty. 2:2 (F
88), 25-33.
Van Wert, William F. Father, Son, and Holy
Ghost. 1:1 (W 87), 47-56.
Wine, Bill. P.S. 2:2 (F 88), 41-42. (play)
NON-nCTION
Callan, Edward. Cry, the Beloved Country: Forty
Years On. 2:1 (S 88), 24-30.
Congdon, Lee. How to Play Chess in East
Central Europe. 1:2 (F 87), 15-25.
Cropp, Jerry. A Memory Recalled. 2:1 (S88),
6-7.
Firebaugh, Joseph. The Two Tenses ofJean
Stafford. 2:2 (F 88), 45-53.
Fulbright, J. W., Hon. Forty Years of
Fulbrights. 1:1 (W 87), 20-21.
Harty, Kevin J. Gladly Would They Learn. . . .
1:2 (F87),8.
Hinton, Harold. Review of Paul Kennedy, The
Rise and FaU of the Great Powers. 2:2 (F 88) , 54-
56.
Keenan,John. Authors 1 Have Known. 1:2 (F
87), 12-13.
Keenan,John. The Boutiquing ofMain Street.
2:2 (F 88), 3-4.
Keenan,John. Review ofSamuel Hynes, Flights
ofPassage. 2:2 (F88),57.
Keenan,John. VCR Wonderland. 1:1 (W87),
39.
Keenan, John. What's In a Name? Another
Name. 1:1 (W 87), 5-6.
Koch, Claude. Master of the Gate ofHorn: An
Interview with Andrew Lytle. 2:1 (S88), 21-23,
(see Lytle, Andrew).
Lukacs,John. "Casablanca" Revisited. 1:1 (W
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